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How To Help Them

BASKETBALL
THOMASTON HIGH GYM
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13
First League Game

The sight of the Salvation Army's
red kettles on the street corners
these days reminds one how near
Christmas really is.
It also brings very forcibly to
notice the fact that there are many
in the city who have little to hope
for in the way of Christmas cheer,
To them, this day of festivity and
Joy will be but a disappointment,
unless someone undertakes to spread
the Christmas spirit into these
homes.
The red kettles also remind that
this year the Army again is making
an effort to make Christmas day a
little brighter in these dark homes
For many seasons past the Army has
carried on this work, and it cannot
withdraw Its efforts this year of all
years, when conditions are as bad,
if not worse, than in previous years
Needless to say the success of the
Christmas effort depends upon you
Your generosity determines the ex
tent to which the Army can operate.
If you have any contributions to
make, whether it is money or food
or clothing, telephone the Army
headquarters 514. or take them to
the Army building at 477 Main
street.

THOMASTON HIGH (Boys and Girls)
FIRST GAME 730.
DOORS OPEN 6.45
ADMISSION 25c AND 35c
CHARLES C. WOTTON, REFEREE

Sea and Shore Fisheries Com
missioner Arthur R. Greenleaf said
yesterday that he had received a
“surprisingly good reaction" to his
proposal that Maine mussel beds
be developed and a market found
for this product. His offlce has been
flooded with inquiries and sugges
tions from fishermen, caterers,
wholesalers and peddlers.
Several big restaurants have tried
mussels on their menus with good
results and Greenleaf said that
there was fine possibilities for a
market. He requested all fishermen
who are interested in harvesting
mussels to communicate' with"hbI
Department so that he can know
where a supply will be available in
case orders are received.
He said that with the oo-operaI tion of the Maine Development
J Commission he was planning a
| series of promotions on mussels
1 during the winter months.

WE RE AGREED
Seldom do many folks agree on any single mat
ter. But we Americans all do seem to feel the
same about cnc important thing—the need for
old-age income.

There is only one absolutely sure way of guar
anteeing such an income—and that's through
life insurance.
The rates arc going up next month. You save
money if you buy now.

E. C. MORAN CO., INC.
425 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
147-149

TEL. 98

AN OUTSTANDING CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL!
WALKER
APPROVED
HEATING

PAD
Regularly $2.95
now

$i.99

•

Three-Heat Control.

*

Separate Rubber Cover.

Would Levy Income and
Luxury Taxes, But No
State Lottery
Maine's State Grange delegates
to the annual convention returned
; home Thursday night after pledging
j themselves to support a "graduated"
11 to 6 percent income tax, a “lux
ury” tax, and a “low rate” levy on
intangibles to produce, if neces
sary. additional state revenue.
Objection was voiced at the same
time to any move which might be
made to enact legislation providing
lor the operation of a State lottery
to provide needed revenue for
schools and welfare work or "any
! necessary expenditure.”
j The resolution favoring an inIcome tax. a ‘‘luxury” tax, and a
j levy on intangibles stated the
Grange "recognizes that following
, the defeat of a general sales tax
in e referendum to the people in
August. 1937, there is little hope
for revenue from such a source for
many years to come.”
A resolution adopted at last
night's session urged "modification
of the Wagner Labor Act to the end
that the powers of the National
Labor Relations Board shall be se
verely restricted and agriculture
completely exempted from Its proJ visions."
Opposition was voiced in one
of the resolutions to any move to
divert funds received from Maine’s
gasoline tax of four cents on a
gallon and from motor vehicle
registrations and operators' licen
ses “from the present application
to construction and maintenance of
roads and bridges, at least for the
present, or until the State's 828,000.CGO bonded indebtedness in the past
expended shall have been largely
reduced.”
Maine's United States Senators
and Representatives, under another

P0YTE.8 tGAPAHY

DANCING
TONIGHT

Another Ideal Gift at a Big Saving!

OCEAN VIEW
BALLROOM

CENTRA $MAINE

146-147

Admission 30 Cents

"The Black Cat”

Lincoln Academy and Thomaston | last season. Lincoln lost most of
High basketball teams will open its players by graduation but will
the 1938-39 League season at Thom have a team that should be able to
hold its own.
aston next Tuesday.
Lincoln boys appear to have the
Everyone is anxious to see the edge on the Thomaston Pekes. Lin
opening game and to get a line on coln lost only Reed last June and
the teams for the current year. This j has a rangy team which has won f
year is no exception and the coaches! all but one of its games to date. A
of the various schools will be on' great many fans are picking the |
hand to witness the opening game., Lincoln boys to cop the 1938-39
The girls game should be a' pennant. Coach Wood at Thomas- j
thriller. Last year Lincoln Aca- ' ton is having a difficult time to get
demy lassies won the League title his inexperienced boys working tot.nd also copped state honors at gether. The team is small and not
Livermore Falls. Styvie has a vet- j exceptionally good shots,
cran team back from last year and j Charlie Wotton will referee. First
is in hopes of gaining revenge for' game at 7.30. Doors open at 6.45.
the two defeats handed his girls i Admission 28c and 35c.

Com’r Greenleaf Planning
a Series of Promotions
This Winter

Grange Tax Ideas

Volume 93................... Number 148.

Thomaston and Lincoln Teams Will Start Ball
Flying Tuesday Night

Maine Mussel Beds

LINCOLN ACADEMY (Boy« and Girls)

THREE CENTS A COPY

TO OPEN LEAGUE SEASON

The Red Kettles

If You Work In Stores Dur Remind Passers-By of the
ing Holidays You Should
Cheer Which Should Be
Have Account Card
Broadly Spread

Any person expecting to work in
local stores for a few days or even
ings during the shoppers' Xmas rush
sshould obtain his Social Security
account card now.
Merchants are required to report
I in January to the Collector of In••• ••• ••• •••
••• •••
•••
_ i ternal Revenue the account num•••
what is becoming is honori bers and wages paid to all of the'r
••• able and what Is honorable is
! clerks, even though they worked for
becoming.—Cicero
i only a day or evening during the
holiday.
Applications for Social Security
account number cards
(called
SS-5’s)may be obtained from the
Miss Corbett Offers Some nearest field offlce of the Social
Security Board, or from any Post
Christmas Suggestions— Offlce.
The Augusta field offlce of the
Thanksgiving a Success
Social Security Board is located at
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
335 Water Street. Account number
In response to my letter regarding cards may be obtained any weekthe older folks and Thanksgiving ! day from 9.00 a. m. to 4 30 p. m„ ex1 cept Saturday, when the offlce doses
baskets, quite a number of fiiends
at l:C0 p. m. Account number cards
phoned and asked for names and will be sent to applicants who reside
addresses of deserving couples outside of Augusta if they will
These were given and many a couple i s*mply direct their applications to
enjoyed a Thanksgiving dinner, who Social Security Board. 335 Water
otherwise would have gone without. Street, Augusta Maine.
Applications for lump-sum pay
Thanks to The Courier-Gazette and
ments may also be directed to the
friends who made this possible.
Now I'm making an appeal for the field offlce. in the event a worker has
babies and children, especially the attained 65 after having worked in
former, whose parents are not on a store, factory, or mill since Jan. 1,
the city, but who are not earning 1937. Applications of close relatives,
enough to supply milk for the ' families, or estates of such workers
younger children, too young to go | who have died before attaining age
to school Christmas time is the 65 ma>-, also, be directed to the Auchildrens time. Can we not help ffusta field offlce of the Social Sethem? Not so much by giving toys j cwlty Board.
-but supplying a quart of milk for a
------------------month or longer as a Christmas gift, ■ Limerock Valley Pomona meets
Then, too, let your own children ' with Megunticook Grange in Camiearn the true meaning and spirit of I den today, annual election of offiChristmas, by them Inviting seme ' cers.
boy or girl less fortunate to their
own festivities.
and to enjoy it. share your blessings
Used playthings, such as games, with others.
dolls, mechanical toys, will give
Will gladly supply names and ad
much pleasure and happiness to dresses where milk can be delivered
those lacking them, along with sleds by your milkman.
•
and skates, and will serve as well as
Helen Corbett,
buying new. Spend money on heavy
City Matron.
Phone 1183-M after 5 p. m . and
stockings for boys and girls instead
of toys. To have a happy Christmis * Mayor's or City Treasurer's offlce.
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By The Roving Reporter
Richard Lovelace, a Bates college
sophomore was taken to the hospi
tal the other day when a carelessly
thrown snowball smashed his
glasses. The sight of one eye will
be permanently impaired. It might
be harsh criticism to say that a
course in Common Sense should be
added to the curriculum of colleges
which have students who throw
snowballs at persons wearing
glasses.

A GROWING TURKEY RANCH
William S. LothropJ* Next year the Lothrop Turkey
vacation is carpenter Ranch (W. E. and E. A. Lothrop
ing. with inside work a proprietors) will double this year's
specialty.
Was with stock, but will include in it some
i
the
W. H. Glover Com of the white Hollands, which dress
pany 10 years, and spent 20 years so prettily.
tn the South doing inside carpenAU of his birds are on the ground
tering in Florida during the great at present, but another year they
boom, and being for a time inspec- will find much more pleasant quar^,.Oiubillldtng8 ln
Dtotrte‘ °f I
_°n 6Un ^rche8'
Columbia.
can gossip to their hearts' content
He came North in. 1926 having and live the life of Riley.
meantime bought from Harry GorTurkey menus form one of the |
don a small blueberry farm in reasons why turkeys command a
Rockport on the edge of South j sizeable price. The larder must
Hope. Raking blueberries and driv-rcontain starter, grower, fattening
ing nails is a tolerably busy com- ! and scratch feeds if the birds are
bination, so Mr. lothrop bent an to associate with aristocratic mar-!
attentive ear last year when hls kets. whose patrons are willing to
wife suggested that they form a pay 40 cents a pound—and like it.
partnership and go into the turkey ! The Lothrops have installed an
business, equal shares.
1 electric light plant and are in moThey became charter members of' mentsry touch with the outside
the Maine Turkey Growers' Asso- world through the medium of a
ciation, raised 301 bronze turkeys newly installed telephone, the call
on their little farm, lost only two on which is Union 11-3.

They tell the story of a Grand
Army man who wanted a Job dig
ging trenches some years ago. and
offered to work for a dollar a day,
although the going wages were 81.75.
The other men remonstrated on
the ground that he would be cutJting wages. Said the Grand Army
man "I need the money, but I am
not able to earn the wages paid to
you boys.” He got the job.

fc

It is not the good fortune of every many a yoke of 1 oxen, making
person to welcome a great-grand- something of a specialty of the lataverage Knox County man
«on to the family, but this Is the ter' Hls nMne has oftcn aPI*ared J doesn't carry more than two or three
in the oxen-pulling events at Union nats jn ^jg wardrobe, so it would oe
happy lot of George L. Wiley of
Fair.
superfluous to quote to him state
Warren, sire of four generations, all 1 This great-grandfather wears his I ment of the HatStyle NeWs Bureau
hale and hearty as apparent in lhe 69 years lightly although he ha-: that ..t0
perfectly groomed at all
photograph.
| led a most active life and reared a tlmes during the day and evening.
Mr. Wiley a native of Warren, large family of children. Pictured the well-dressed man needs 12 hats
makes his home on the fatm wheie with him are his daughter, Mrs. I
in his hat wardrobe/' For late
he first Sw the light of day. In Celia Post, granddaughter Mrs.! fall and early winter, the wellhis younger years he drove a four-j Louise Conway, and great-grandson dressed iman will want these daytime
horse team and has also raised 1 James E. Conway.
hats: a Homburg, a derby, an off-

the fact hat, a snap-brim felt and a
knock-about sports hat. The Hom
burg was originally designed in the
'90s for King Edward VII and named
after hts favorite vacation resort.
Its aristocratic curl-brim has had a
striking modern revival as one of the
smartest hats for town wear. The
increased their holdings to 700 this cently sold a 30-pound Tom
derby is a "must" in every wellyear and wU1 carry llve turkeys
Dlsease and P^atory animals
planned wardrobe. It is needed for
lhrou«hout the winter, until Easter, have thus far kept their distance,
dressy day wear at business especial
A letter from La Paz. Bolivia., continue in 1939. The more of this ly with the topcoat or overcoat and
bearing air mail stamps, came to yellow metal I get out of the for evening wear about town. It is
a member of Tlie Courier-Oazette ground the longer I will be able to never proper with the dinner coat.
Rockland Seniors Win Jus- And Help Check Spread of staff Thursday. It was from that: on. You know the greatest pleasBare legs may be fashionable butwidely known aviator. Capt. William j ure after all in this life is giving
they don't seem to match zero winds
tified Praise With “Apron
Tuberculosis — Itooevik H. Wincapaw. who at Yuletide is pleasure to someone else
and patent ear-laps.
String Revolt”
Club’» Work
known as "The Santa Claus of the
"I also wish to thank at this time
Skies," and who exercises his deep The Courier-Gazette which always
He attended a card party tlie
Many citizens have received en
Super quality of
regret at not being able to make gave its all to help make living on other night, and being a winner had
velops
this
week
containing
100
dramatics at Rock
hts usual trip along the coast this these lonely spots some cheer and his choice of the prizes—an attrac
land High School Christmas Health Seals, and on ap season. Capt. Wincapaw's letter all my sponsors who gave so freely, tive cohesion by the way. "There's
fires each succeed peal from the Itooevik Club to pur follows:
Shall write you from time to time what my wife would like." said he
ing class with the chase them in the interest of the
"Will you insert in .vour Guar of my experiences which are very and triumphantly selected a hand
The letter
"carry on" impetus. tuberculosis fight.
dians of Our Coast" page my very interesting.
some doilie What his wife said
Not to be outdone by reads:
deep regrets In not being able to
Casilla 256
was this: "Why in the world did
“
It
U
a
pleasure
for
us.
members
its predecessors. '39
make my lighthouse visit on Christ
La Paz, Bolivia.
you pick out that doilie—I made it."
of
the
Itooevik
Club,
to
again
con

concentrated on a
mas Day. I shall miss doing this.
I The promised letter will be
duct the Christmas Seal Sale, for
suitably light comedy
It gave me greater pleasure than looked forward to with much pleasA New York man was arrested
iwe realize that through our efforts,
and in its production Thursday and
almost anything else I have ever \ ure by this newspaper and its thou- the other day for giving informa
much has been accomplished in
Friday at the High School audi
tion to a newspaper, involving the
Rockland to prevent Tuberculosis donc. But I promise that it will sands of readers.—Ed ]
torium. definitely held its own with
good name of a business concern.
during the past few years.
margin to spare.
The case was continued to next
“We are sure it will give you the cheerful little Seals as possible.
"Apron-String Revolt” in its pleasure, also, to participate in the It is through your co-operation that
Monday. A jail sentence would be a
youthful unpretentiousness, was checking of this unnecessary di 114 Rockland school children were I
fitting penalty.
------New York is the lat*st 8,at« ,0
wholesome and adequate. A slice sease, by buying just as many of given chest X-rays this year.
A certain Main street store is
“Just suppose no one had pur- !show an ,nterest ln " P,0P°sed
of life from Maine street's typical
®,a‘€ owned lobster rearing quite famous for the expert manner
household went into the makings —and did it incredibly well: rather chased Seals in Rockland in 1931! I
One hundred and fourteen children, •s,atlons covering the Atlantic coast in which its window displays are ar
of this three-act school boy dilem
remarkable, that, in an amateur,
ail of whom had come in contact| Producing areas. Sea and Shore ranged. But I have never yet seen
ma. Coddled beyond endurance by
because to pose as mobile and not
a fluttering mamma. 16-year-old become wooden in the process, is with Tuberculosis, might have gone Fisheries Commissioner Arthur R. the appropriateness of the canes
on. not knowing whether the disease Greenleaf, said that the Empire, there displayed. Trying to make a
David ran away—to the consterna a grilling test of stagecraft.
was serious or not, and many of 6tate conservation department was, Rockland man carry a cane is like
tion of the family, neighborhood,
Spoke a dozen words did Harold
h
falIin„ as futur, making a study of the Maine plan inducing a novice to make an alrpoints east and west and way sta Dondis and received for them ex-i
"
as iuiur-.
-----------------------,
------Great While and that 8 LeKislativ*’ appropriation plane flight.
tions. A false alarm murder, triple cited clappings right in the middle victims of the
lor a similar plant was under concases of budding romance and caus of the play. As a city messenger plagu<’
Dr. Thurman Rice, head of the
If you cannot buy all the Seals - sideration.
tic wisecracks projected the vehicle boy. he pulled an ace in character
Massachusetts Ls planning to erect Indianapolis School of Medicine,
into swift moving entertainment ization. Joseph Dondis also was we are enclosing, please buy as
a station while Connecticut and knows what to do about it is case
competently handled.
excellent, and in his male lead en- many as you caif. They are one Rhode Island have been carrying the child doesn't care for spinach
The distraught mother role, with , acted normal, chagrined and elated rent each: and what 8 *°°d invcst’
on rearing activity for several years. And what the eminent doctor would
her hen-and-chicken layout,
|boyhood with extraordinary realism j men^ lf 1
Experts have dreamed of a wide do would be to feed the spinach to
mastered with despatch by Kath- ;The lnevttabie buffoonery was asTh<' members of the Itoovik Club
spread system of rearing plants for a cow. and let the child drink the
erlne Rice, whose work in "Gloria iigned
Inez Bo^y and George arp Mrs Anne B",lrr' Mrs Evel>’n
many years. They claim that if cow's milk. But all children do not
Mundi” will be remembered as out Robishaw, who, as maid and police Crockett. Mrs. Nettie Perry. Mrs.
Maude
Blodgett.
Mrs.
Grace
Veazie,
:
a"
t*le producing states would have a distaste for spinach. Dr.
standing. She knows how to fuss, man, supplied the exaggerated man
Mrs. Clara Thurston. Mrs. Gertrude ! co-operate the supply of lobsters Allan Roy Dafoe told me last sumfret and fume, measuring them in nerisms expected of their parts.
would increase and the danger of i mer that the Dionne quintuplets
the precise degree for conviction.
Jean Clukey was an amusing Boody, Mrs. Nellie Peterson, Mrs exhausting the beds would be ended, like it.
sprite,
and
another
in
the
ca
.st
|
O«ce
Britt.
Mrs.
DorLs
Bowley,
Mr.
In the registry of poise and fetching
nonchalance. Felice Perry held un who provoked broad smiles was Bessie Benner. Mrs. Katharyn St.
How many readers of this column
YOUR FAVORITE POEM know that part of the hull of the
contested honors. For periods on James Hamilton as grocery boy. Clair, Mrs. Lecla Noyes.
end, Miss Perry did nothing at all “Mrs. Busybody” could have found
ill-fated steamer Castine is doing
LABORER'S PRAYER
MAY MAKE BLOOD TESTS
no abler portrayer than Maxine
service as a summer camp? It is
God. she has gone.
house has lost Its heart.
resolution, were requested to work Perry who is at her best in mature Persons Arrested For Drunken Driv The
located on what is now known as
She never went away before.
ing
Will
Probably
Re
Thus
Sub

and vote for the repeal of castings. Minor parts were deftly
Treasure Isld < formerly Cedar
jected
B~ thoughtful of her. Ood.
the federal gasoline tax, de treated by William Weed. Patricia
Island i is owned by a Mr Baker,
She loved music.
A legislative recess committee is But her hands would be awkward
scribed by the Grangers as rep Hall. James Jordan and Ralph
who has fashioned it into a pic
a harp
concluding its study of the advisa They with
resenting “an invasion of an im Cowan.
turesque and comfortable resort
are calloused
never learned the finer ways
portant state tax field” which Orchestrations before and be bility of Maine adopting legislation They
providing that persons arrested for And. too. she would be Jost In a big
One year ago “Big Hearted Her
mansion.
lessened the “State's ability to pro tween acts furnished a delightful drunken driving be submitted to
She would not feel at home
bert," the Senior Class play scored
duce necessary revenue to finance adjunct, George Law directing the blood tests.
thoughtful of her. God
a triumphant success.—The Deer
High School musicians in operatic
Dr. Julius Gottlieb, pathologist at Bn
necessary activities."
Find something for her hands to do
the Central Maine General Hospital Like tucking the baby angels ln at Lsle bridge was made a "sure
The Patrons, in another resolu and Eemi-classical numbers.
night.
thing '--Snow Shipyards.
Inc.,
Lovely bouquets were presented to ir. Lewiston, conferred with the Washing
tion, favored the State enacting a
little robes.
committee regarding the "medical She wouldtheir
Philip L. Smith, president, took over
like that. Ood
law—similar to one in California— each of the girls in the cast and aspects of the matter.”
the Snow Shipbuilding plant.—
which would permit display of bill acknowledgment was expressed to
The committee, which went into Let her live In a small house
to the meadows.
James Bennett was elected com
the coach, Allston E. Smith, who an executive session following its Close
boards only in business districts.
A house like this one where she raised
mander of Ralph Ulmer Camp,
her brood
Continued "co-operative support" piloted the presentation to success. conference with Dr. Gottlieb, said
It
planned
to
prepare
“
within
a
h
°b»ck
Wlth
*
e,rclcn
’
spot
'
ln
th0
Spanish War Veterans.—Mrs. AdelMr.
Smith,
in
turn,
addressed
the
of activities of the Pine Tree So
short time" its recommendations to
simple flowers grow
I bert A. Jameson died at her home
ciety for Crippled Children and audience, saying, "These students the Legislature convening in Janu wherr
Ood. you know the kind
on the Old County road.—John
"active participation” in the Na who have been unfailingly consci- ary. The Legislature two years ago
Be thoughtful of her, Ood.
Taylor, former Y.M.C.A. secretary
tional Foundation for Infantile entious and co-operative, have made created the committee to conduct Maybe
I was not.
my work a pleasure.”—By Kay
1 a study of the blood test matter.
died suddenly In Camdep,——
Paralysis also were pledged.
—J, Gravdon Jeffries

I

High School Play

“BILL” WINCAPAW’S REGRETS

rs,“S Down In Far Away Bolivia He Remembers the
"Guardians Of Our Coast”

Buy Health Seals

Lobster Rearing

The Courier-Gazette
THRM-TIMES-A-WEEK

He shall teach you all things, and
bring all things to your remem
brance, whatsoever I have said unto
you. John 14: 26.

At The High School

Every-Other-Day
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r Page Two
to be given to needy families. Mr.
Chick challenged each member of
the troop to advance at least one
rank before the Camporee in June.
The troop accepted the challenge
so the members will be kept busy
the remainder of the year. Games
were played until 9 o'clock when
the meeting was closed with the
it'.ua’l formalities.—Charles iLibbjy
Mrs. Joseph Topping, Mrs. Her
man Hart, and Mrs. Donald Cough
lin have substituted in Senior High
this week.
• * • •
This Junior Varsity squad has
been named by Mr. DeVeoc- K.
Benner, O. Hamlin, J. Pietroski, M.
Cummings, S. Hanley, J. Moulaison.
E Harrington. C. Call, J. Page, J.

The Community
Bowling
League
By
RUTH WARD

League Standing
Armour's ............... ...... 19
A. & P...................... ...... 25
(By The Pupils)
John Bird Co.......... ...... 21
26
Glendenning’s .....
Rice Co .................. ...... 12
Miss Haskell's Consumer Educa
1?
Lions ......................
tion class has been carrying on an
...... 6
Kiwanis
intensive study of the ways in
Faculty .................. ...... 13
which the consumer is influenced
Elks
22
to buy through advertising. Oral
, .
. ’
r,
Green, J. Anastasia. L. Dorr, K. Feyler's .................. ...... 11
reports have been given by several
Rankin. J. Wood. H. Edwards, P Perry's
35
members of the class presenting
Margeson. D. Rice. D. Borgerson. Post Office .............. ...... 25
both sides of the story—from the
P. Rackliff. C Weed, and W Cum
seller's standpoint as well as from
Individual Averages
mings.
the buyer's. The class is now en
(nine strings or morel
• • • #
gaged in making original advertise
Strings P.F.
The broadcast on New Year's
ments for well-known products.
Norton
..........
18 1839
afternoon
is
being
anticipated
by
;
• • • •
.......... 18 1771
pupils of the school as it will be I Rackliffe
Office boys this week have been
Cargill
........... 12 1175
a new experience for many.'
Frederick Ranquist. Raymond Scott.
• • © •
Bowser
.........
9 875
Robert Cross. Richard Young. RayThe fifth issue of the Highllte Soule ....................... 15 1453
mond Young, Alvah FltzgeraW. ] edlted by Maude Johnson, came out
Topping
.......... 15 1454
Harold Lewis, and Harry Richard
this week, with some good cartoons Mason
........
15 1451
son.
of the play cast, done by William Walker ........ ........... 15 1450
• • • •
Weed. An added feature in each Legage .......... ....... . 15 1448
Angelena D'Agastino has been
issue is a copy of a postcard re Chat to .......... ........... 18 1737
secretary to Principal Blaisdell this
ceived by Priscilla Brazier from a Black ............ ........... 18 1729
veek.
fictitious friend who is traveling Sukeforth
.......... 12 1152
• • • •
. ......... 18 1722
Photographs of all Junior and around the world. Her card in this Williams
Sleeper
.......... 12 1147
Senior High pupils were taken yes issue is from Austria.
• • • •
Roes ..... ...... .......... 9 855
terday for purposes of office records.
"So
the Rose.” starring Mar Brackett ...
.......... 18 1709
Much might be written about the
garet Sullavan and Randolph Scott, Hobbs
........... 15 1422
expressions and the poses of 800
a Paramount film, was shown be D. Perry .
.......... 15 1421
subjects.
fore Junior and Senior High Wed Ryder ...
• • • •
........ . 12 1134
The Senior Science class was in nesday afternoon. It was taken Flanagan
........... 9 849
vited down to the fire department from the book by the same name, T Perry .
.......... 12 1123
Thursday to study the fire fight a best seller two years ago. written Beaulieu ...... .......... 18 1685
ing apparatus in Rockland. They by Stark Young.

16
20
19
14
28
21
34
22
18
29
5
10

Ave
102.2
98 4
97.3
97 2
969
96 9
96 7
96.7
96 5
96 5
96
96.
95 7
95.2
95
94J)
94 8
94 7
94.5
94.3
93.6
93 6

R. Marshall .............. 15 1399
Miller ....................... 15 1389
Brewer ....................... 18 1688
Berliawsky ................ 12 1112
Clarke ....................... 18 1660
McPhee |..................... 18 1658
McIntosh .................. 18 1655
Freeman ................... 18 1648
Carter ....................... 12 1088
Cummings ................ 12 1087
Soffayer ................... 18 1628
Flagg ........................ 15 1356
Rogers ....................... 18 1619
Simmons .................... 15 1342
Jackson .................... 12 1065
Harding ................... 15 1327
Whitney v................... 12 1060
Feyler ....................... 15 1331
Glendenning ............. 9 794
Snow ......................... 15 1312
Allen ......................... 12 1048
McCarty .................... 15 1309
C. Brown i.................. 15 1309
Anderson .................. 15 1038
Pitts ........................... 9 783
Gardner ................... 15 1305
Russell ..................... 12 1043
Moran j...................... 18 1558
II. Marshall................ 12 1035
Dudley ................... 9 775
Post ........................... 15 1282
Gross ......................... 18 1531
Pomeroy ................. 9 763
Shepherd .................. 15 1270
Scarlott .................. 9 758
Lamb ......................... 15 1262
Mosher ................... 9 753
Newman
............ 9 752
Oregory .................. 9 742
Mazzeo ..................... 18 1465
D'Veber .................. 12 967
Grossman ................ 12 967
Thomas .................. 9 709
Ponco ..................... 9 706
F.cwden ................... 15 1112
Team Averages
Post Office...................... 8485
Perry's .......................... 8373
Elks ................................ 8361
Lions ............ ................. 8161
Rice ......... . .................... 6803
Armour’s ....................... 6740
Bird's- .............................. 6743
Glendenning
8075
A. &
7908
Kiwanis ............... ......... 7891
Faculty ...... ........... _..... 6423
Feyler .......... ................. 7698

Rice (0)
93.3
86 80 81—247
92.6 Gardner
Dummy
83
87 86—256
92.7
77 95 64—236
Miller
92.7 Walker
86 94 91—271
92.2 Cargill
93 95 82—270
921
428 451 404 1280
91.9
91.6
A. & P. (4)
90.7
Hobbs .................. 93 89 83—265
906 Mosher
98 83 91—272
905 Mazzeo ................ 89 95 92—276
904 Clarke
................ 91 95 87—273
89 9 Harding ............... 100 100 82—282
89.5
471 462 435 1368
888
Co. (1)
88.5
Jordan
81 82 75—239
88.4 Pitts
.....
kxt 80 83—263
88 7 Cummings
89 90 79—258
88.2 Snow .....
108 94 77—279
97 92 87—276
87.5 Mason
87.4 I
475 438 402 1315
87.3
87.3
The Elks were 15 pins up at thc
87.2
end of a close match with the Pot
87.
Offlee Thursday night. The first
87.
string went to the Elks by 10 pins,
86.9
the second by eight, and the Post
86.6
Office took the third by four. Ken
86.3
Roes rolled high total of 343. the
86.1 j
record for the season thus far. His
85 .5
126 Was single string high. Dard
85.1 j
Rackliff had second high total of
84.9
336. The Post'Office rolled a single
84.7
84.2
84.1
83.7
83 6
82.4
81.4
80.6
80.6
78 8 ’
78 4 I
74 1 I

Mystery Boxing

473 494
Post Offlee (1)
T. Perry . ............. 92 95
D. Perry .. ............. 92 94
Chat to ... ............. 83 94
McPhee . ............. 86 85
Rackliff ............. 110 118

94 3
93.1
92 9
90.7
90 7
89.9
899
89.7
87.3
87 7
85.5
85.5

498 1465

99—286
100—236
101—278
94—265
108—336

463 486 502 1451
• • • •
Sleeper .
Allen ....
Whitney
Beaulieu
Soule ...

Flagg

Electrical Gifts
Endure In the Home

first were shown the workings of
This delightful program was given was in preparation for an achieve
the big diaphone by Chief Van Rusat Tuesday's Senior High assembly: ment test.
seli. Then the new truck was ex
Scripture. Barbara Bartlett; speak
plained—the different parts, the
ers who attended boys' conference:
working of the pump, the different
James Moulaison, Grant Davis, Wil
kind of hose and what kind of
liam Cummings, and John Storer _
, _
fires for which they were used. All clarinet and saxaphone duets: '-Omedy Bout a Feature Or
three trucks were examihed by the
"Pocketful of Dreams,” and “Alex
the Bill At Ocean View
class and the men took all the ap
Armour's standing took another
ander's Ragtime Band;' Charles
paratus apart and showed the in
downfall Friday night, losing five
Ball
Room
Libby and Edwin Jones; solo “My
points to John Bird Co. Chet Ma
sides and how the pumps and parts
Own.'' Margaret Havener; quartet.' The “mystery ' boxing matches at son had high total. 294. with Ryder
of the truck worked. Chief Van.„_ „
„
„ , .
,
Russell got up on the No. 2 truck I
Venetian Song. Jessie Olds. J Ocean View Ball room Wednesday and Freddie Snow tieing for second
and explained the big first aid kit. Caura
nlght proved good entertainment, high with 293. Mason's 194 was
single high. The score:
The enjoyable trip was ended by Euzabeth Luryey; solo "My Walk- especially the comedy bout between
John Bird Co. (5)
the chief's men giving ail the lng Stick'
Haveper;
' Johnny Lawless. 155. of Bangor and Jordan
............ 88 93 94—275
pupils a ride back to the school or.
T°WUHams' 149 01 w«‘^ook Pitts
.............. 85 87 94—286
the fire trucks. The sirens were *u h *abuy; duet' "Wlnter Won- Both of the boys were down on the , Cummings .......... 81 94 99—274
............. 101 100 92—293
going and bells ringing as the class __er‘an '„ ymice
avener an canvas several times, and the antics Show
.............. 104 88 1C2—294
Mason
and "Beautiful Ohio." Shirlene Me- j crowd in good humor
Vosf
459 463 81 1402
, . , ,
Kinney; solo. "All Ashore." George In the eight round main
Armour’s (0|
bout
A number of High School pupils Huntley; duet.
The Colonel s Jimmie Rice, 133. of Rumford, out Flagg
...........
74 83 88—245
.............. 84 87 94- 266
have manifested an interest in a , Part>’ Virginia Rackliffe and Dud- pointed George Bernard. 129. of Kail
.............. 73 83 88—2H4
trip to the New York World's Fair le> Harvey. Accompanists were Portland. Bernard was on the mat Thomas
............. 74 81 82—237
this spring. The High School is, Mrs. Hopkins Ruth Seabury. and eight times but stuck to the end. Brown
Ryder
............ 93 93
99 101—293
planning to conduct a tour under Jerr>' Norton.
although he was no match for hard
the supervision of several of the
hitting Rice.
398 433 453 1284
,
.
—
,
.
At the fortnightly faculty meet• • • •
.teachers. The expense of such a .
Art Small, 160, of Portland, was
The Faculty won five points frem
trip will not exceed $30 This is a lng he d Monda>'' PaPers were read vanquished by the kayo route in
■ on Guidance. "Testing" was cov
Feyler s Monday night, winning by i
tentative itinerary:
the third round of a scheduled six 59 pins on the total. Lawrence Cole j
ered by Mr. Bowden, "Conferences,
First Day: Leave Rockland by
rounder, by Bud Stewart, 165. of had high total of 285, and high
and Counciling," Mr. Chick; "Sour
train or bus for Boston. Sight
Rumford. Billy Smith, 138 of Madi single of 104
ces of Information." Miss Nichols;
Glendenning's Market and Ki
seeing trip around Boston. Lexing
son. had a slight edge over Ray
and "Recording." Miss Brown.
ton, and Concord. This ride in
Ladd. 144 of Westbrook, in a four- wanis Club, had a close race, Glen
denning's winning the match by
cludes some of New England’s mast
Kent Glover. Irving McConchie, round prelim.
30 pins. The first string was taken
famous historical shrines. Leave William Cummings, Myron Cum
The opener was a four round go by Glendenning's by two pins, and
Boston by Eastern Steamship Line mings. and Owen Allen, members of1 between Turk Edwards. 115, of the second by 30 pins. The third
boat for New Tork. Dinner, bieakfootball squad, were guests of ;Humford, who had a good margin string went to Kiwanis by two pin-.
fast and stateroom accommodations
Kiwanis Club Monday evening jal1 lhe way> against Earl Adams, Spud Murphy and Joe Soffayer tied
for high iota! with 275. and Spud's
furnished on boat.
to bear coach McCoy of Colby,”®' °i Portland.
114 was high single. The scores:
Second Day: The sail up the East: ,^3^
Announcer Hamlin said that
Faculty (5)
River gives an inspiring view of i
there would be another show at the
............ 96 90 96—282
the New York sky line, th? bridges i A Question Bee was held in the' ball-room next Wednesday. Mau- DeVeber .............. 83 87 91—261
spanning the river Statue of Liberty sixth period Junior Business Train rice Lufkin of Belfast was the pro Cole
............... 100 104 81—285
89 92 87—268
.some of the large ccean liners in ing class Tuesday, when William moter. Len Halstead was at the McCarty
98 87 91—276
the harbor. The party will be Eurns was “Uncle Jim." and Eliza buzzer and gong. The bouts were Topping
transferred to the Hotel Bristol beth Clough, William Mack, and refereed bv a man from Portland.
466 460 446 1372
where rooms and meals will be pro Margaret Havener were judges
Feyler’s (0)
vided during the stay in New York Blue, white, and red ribbons were
Cold water applied around an Feyler ................. 83 87 78—248
city. A grand double tour of up presented to Evelyn Gray. Earle aching tooth will ease the pain; hot Giegory ................ 90 80 102—272
................. 96 94 87— 277
town and downtown New York, cov Lymburner, and Julia Mealey for | water would only make the entire Gross
Moran
................ 81 95 88—264
ering all points of interest from receiving highest scores. The bee side of the face swell up.
Freeman
............ 87 83 82—252
the Battery to Grant's Tomb, and
terminating at the World’s Fair
437 439 437 1313
grounds. Souvenir admission tick
Glendenning's (4)
ets and a personally conducted tour
Heal ..................... 84 9 0 78—252
of the Fair will be provided Trans
Regers
............... 87 83 9 3—263
fer to hotel by Motor Coach.
Murphy ................ 79 114 82—275
Third Day: Tour of National
Soffayer
............ 98 90 87—275
Broadcasting Studios in Radio City.
i Williams
......... 94 95 85—274
Second trip to the World's Fair.
442 472 425—1339
Tour of Hayden Planetarium for1
Kiwanis ll)
those who are interested.
............. 98 79 80—257
Scarlott
Fourth Day: Entire day free for
Lamb .... ............ 95 86 87— 268
shopping or other activities. Sail
Grossman ............. 82 63 94—239
Miller
88 86 88— 261
at 5 p. m. on Eastern Steamship
Brackett
............ 77 ’$9 78—264
Line boat for Baston.
Fifth Day: Arrive in Boston 8 a.
440 442 427 1309
m. Trip to Rockland will be mad?
» ©
You don't have to "take things as they
by bus or train.
Perry's won three strings straight
come’’ — not even Christmas. You can
I from Rice Co. Tuesday night, winThe figured .price includes all
order the kind you like and have it de
. ning the match by 153 pins. Vance
necessary expenses including meals
livered as you specify — the right size
Norton rolled high total, 303 and
OUR 1939
and hotel accommodations except
and the right color.
jKen Legage had high single, 112.
meals on the trip to Boston and re
CHRISTMAS
A real Merry Christmas is supposed to
The A. & P. won four points in
turn.
be green and red. Yours, if you don't
their match with John Bird Co.
CLUB
order carefully, may come a little blue
The first string was taken by John
The regular meeting of Troop
Bird Co. by four pins, the next two
and sad — for iack of money.
203 was begun at 7 o'clock Wednes
going to A. & P. Maurice Harding'
Join our new Christmas Club now form
had high total, 282. and Chet Ma
day evening. Games were in order
ing. Order yourself a big, jolly Christinas
The
son
the high single, 108.
until 7.15 when the patrol meet
for next year. Save a definite sum each
scores:
ings were held. Inspection and
week for 52 weeks — according to the
Perry’s (5)
size Christinas you choose — and just be
testpassing were held in the gym.
........ 86 89 112—287
Legage
fore Christmas next year we will send you
The honors were won by the patrol
............ 96 107 93—206
a check just as we did to our club mem
............... 83 87 86—256
Post
having largest number present hav
............ 98 96 97—291
Marshall
bers this year. Join now.
ing their registration cards with
............... 1C4 89 110—303
Norton
them. Final plans for the Sample
Fair to be held by Troop 203 were
467 468 498 1433
discussed. Most of the samples have
arrived and the entertainment, a
motion picture, is being arranged.
Committees were chosen for the
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
Troop Christmas Party to be held
at the last meeting before Christ
MEMBER FEDERAL O E P O S Ctyl N S U R A N C E C O R P-© R AT I O-N
mas. Each scout brings something
pnd baskets of food are made up

P..........

string total of 502, and the Elks
rolled a new team total of 1465.
Armour's lost five points to the
Lions, down 93 pins on the total.
George Sleeper had high total, 297,
and high single of 114. The scores:
Elks (4)
Berliawsky .......... 90 87 110—287
Simmons ............ 86 81 93—260
Black .... ............. 107 101 94—302
McIntosh ............. 88 99 86—273
Roes ..... ............. 102 126 115—343

'

I.ions (5)
114
88
91
99
91

88
80
89
88
107

95—297
106—274
89—269
94—281
77—275

483 452 461 1396
's (0)
88 98 89—275

I
Ingraham ... ..... 63 72 81—216 'points. Slater also played a fine
C. Brown ..... ...... 91 86 81—253 game at center for the navy team.
O. Brown ..... ...... 90 94 106—290 j Art Flanagan, Flash McLoed. Gill
Ryder ........... ...... 81 87 96—264 , Roper. Bill Karl. Freddie LaCrosse
---------- and Capt. John Karl played an ex413 437 453 1303 eellent game, and will be worth
watching in games this season.
U. S. S. Honolulu
G
F. Pts.
Willingham, rf .... 1
0
2
2
One of the best games of basket Mus?rllan. If ........ 8
18
ball ever played in the city was the Alduck. c .............. 0
0
0
contest last night between Com Slater, c ................ 5
2
12
munity All-Stars and the U. S. S. Latrell, lg ............ 4
3
11
Honolulu team. The Honolulu boys, Lukacs. rg ............ 2
1
5
champions of Brooklyn Navy yard,
Total ................. 19
7
48
have an unbeaten record for a year.
Cunununity All-Stars
No team has ever held a lead on
G
F. Pts.
them, until last night, they had McLeod, rf ............ 4
0
8
to come from behind to win 48 to iBohn, rf ................ 0
1
1
45.
Winehenbach, If ... 1
2
4
Going into the last quarter, the J. LaCrosse, If ..... 0
0
0
All-Stars found themselves five A. Flanagan, c ..... 4
1
9
points down, 40-35. Thereby came Lord, c . ..„.!.......... 0
0
0
a fast finish that kept the fans in J. Karl, lg ............. 6
2
13
an uproar. Gil Roper shot a long F. LaCrosse, lg .... 2 '
0
4
floor basket and with two minutes Roper, rg .............. 1
1
3
to go, the score was 45 to 44 in 'W. Karl, rg .......... 1
0
3
favor of the locals. But the sailor
Total .................. 19
7
45
boys came through with two beau
tiful shots to win.
LONG COVE
John Karl was high pointer for
the All-Stars, and Muserlian was
At St. George Church, Sunday,
the outstanding player, scoring 18 Evensong will be at 3 p. m.

CENT
POWt

Basketball Battles

AIHE
MPAMY

Electricity Makes
the Home More Liveable

Live and Give

ELECTRICALLY

I
1

I
1

FREE—Attractive Christmas Wrapping for Your Gifts—FREE

A
A
A

A
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A

A
A
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n
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I
UNIVERSAL

Automatic Toasters

Automatic Irons
9 Finger-Tip Heat Control
9 Chromium Plated.
9 Will Not Tarnish.

$4.95
Others $2.95—$8.95

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Percolators
Modern in Design.
C’alrod Heating Uni*.
Six Cup Capacity.

$4.95

^>4j|llhllHllllg

Universal, Sunbeam, Toastmaster

Glass Coffee Makers

They all toast two slices at a
time on both sides at once—as you
like it—with no fuss or bothrr.

By
Silex, General Electric, Universal
lhe simple and easy way to make
coffee that tastes right

$9.95 and up

A
A
1
A
rt

By

$4.95
Others $3.95, $5.95

Others up to $8.95

A
A
A
I

I
I

I
A
A

I

A
A

A

A
A

A
A

I
I
A
A
A
UNIVERSAL

Percolator Set
A pircolator set of luxurious
grace that adds an air of distinc
tion to any table setting.

Chromium Plated.

9 Seven Cups.
• Tray 9!i”xlG".

$12.95

Sandwich Toasters

Waffle Irons

' _
By
Universal and Royal Rochester

By

• Toxsts Delirious Sandwiches
• Bakes Pancakes.
• Bakes Waffles.

$7.95
Without Waffle Grids, $3,25 up

Universal. Electrahot
• Heat Indicator.
• Chromium Plated.
• Walnut Handles.

$3.95 up

I
A
I

Toasters
By
Universal. Royal Rochester,
Electrahot
• Chromium Plated.
© Toasts Quickly, Evenly.
• Bread Turns When Racks
Op< ned.

$2.50 and up

INGRAHAM

Kitchen Clocks
Self Starting.
Assorted Colors.
Rubber Cords.

$2.50
UNIVERSAL

Others 52.75, $3.50.$4.95

Twin Waffle Bakers
W ALKER DELUXE

Have Vour Christmas

Twin Heat Indicators.

Heating Pad

Die-east Aluminum Grids.

Separate Wetproof Cover.
Three Heat Control.
I Underwriters’ Approved.

Quick Heating Units.

$3.50

HeatVear

A COMPLETE

join

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

I

Variety Of Lamps
Including

I 3 Way or 6 Way Floor Lamps
with Silk Shades, with Bulbs.
$9.95 and up
> Bridge Lamps, asst. Shades,
with Bulbs.
$2.95 and up

INGRAHAM

Mantle Clocks
• Striking Clock.
• Self Starting.

$7.95
Other Types by
General Electric and Teleehron
From S2.95 and up

G. E. Heaters '
GENERAL ELECTRIC
A Very Satisfactory Room Heater
• Dark Brown Wrinkle Finish.
• Clean, Fast Heat.
• Carrying Handle.
• Dimensions 18"xl3 ’x8".

$7.95
Others at $5.95

I Table Lamps.
$2.95 and up
I Occasional Lamps.
$1.00 and up
I Bed Lamps, Silk Shades.
$1.25 and up

I Boudoir Lamps.
$1.45 and up
I Pin-Up Lamps.
95r and up

UNIVERSAL

Electric Oven
Broils, Roasts, Rakes and Cooks
everything within its capacity as
efficiently and perfectly as a
standard electric oven.
9 Finished in White Enamel.
• Cooking Area 1415 cubic inches.
© Sliding Shelves.
© Automatic Heat Cantrol.

$29.95
$2.95 Down and $2.40 Monthly
144&148

£
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR.
SHADOWS BEFORE”
Dec. 12—Concert by William Harms
at Congregational Church.
Dec 13 —Warren— Christmas plays,
•'The Night Before Christmas" and
"The Brown’s Christmas" by primary
schools.
Dec. 14 —Camden— Board of Trade
meeting at Y.M.C A.
Dec. 15—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
Dec. 15 —Washington— Senior class
play. "Sunbonnet Jane of Sycamore
Lane" at Grange hall.

Sunshine Society meets Monday
tor work at the Central Maine
rooms.
E. N. Hobbs brought in a variety
of garden truck Friday—including a
ripe cultivated strawberry.

New members of the Chamber of
Commerce are Nathan Berliawsky.
the New Thorndike Hotel; and Mrs.
Ava Lawry, Copper Kettle.

The funeral of Mrs. Cordelia
Ward will be held at Burpee Funeral
Home this afternoon at 2 o'clock,
Dr. Guy Wilson officiating.

Rockland High played Lawrence
High in Fairfield last night, being
defeated 34 to 28.

Pearson Arrested

Last Sunday’s shooting affair on
Park street which sent Beverly Har
mon. 15 to Knox Hospital is having
its sequel in Municipal Court as this
paper goes to press.
Alaric Pearson, who is alleged
to have shot the girl in the neck
with a 38-ealibre revolver, is being
arraigned on two charges, carrying
a concealed weapon and assault and
battery.
The boy, who had left tiie city
after the accident, was arrested in
Lewiston yesterday by Sheriff C.
Earle Ludwick.
Just as this paper went to press
came word from Municipal Court
that young Pearson had been sen
tenced to the State School for Boys
at South Portland on the concealed
weapon charge. The assault and
battery charge was placed on file.

field Memorial Church.

At the annual class elections at
the New England Conservatory of
Music, Malcolm Creighton of Thom
aston, pupil of Howard Goding,
was elected vice president of tiie
Junior class.
“Bert” Gardner has resumed his
duties as manager of the Western
Union Telegraph office, having
spent 11 days of his two weeks' va
cation in Attleboro, Mass., with
his wife and daughter Rhea.

A whole cluster of dandelion |
blossoms was presented to The
Black fcat Thursday by Mr.s. Walter
J Fernald and if The Black Cat
had been on its job Thursday night
a tiny mouse wouldn’t have torn
the blossoms into shreds.

A meeting of the City Council of
The Battle of Broadway has be Boy Scouts will be held at the High
gun and speeding must stop. Charles School Tuesday night at 730. All
H. Lowe, first offender under the j scoutmasters, troop committeemen
new decree paid a moderate fine and members of the city committee
for not heeding a stop sign.
are urged to be present Annual

If you go to Strand Theatre next
week the cinema will offer an ex
cellent variety. Here are the fea
tures: Sunday, Monday and Tues
day Fred McMurray and Ray Milland. "Men With Wings;" Wednes
day and Thursday. Akin Tamiroff
and Frances Farmer in "Ride a
Crooked Mile;" Friday and Satur
day. Bette Davis and Errol Flynn,
in "Sisters.”

reports wil be presented, and im
Encampment of
portant business will be considered.
confer the Royal
Wednesday night.
The Knox County Ministers Asso
put on by Rockland ciation will meet at the Methodist
All Patriarchs are Church in Rockland next Monday
at 1030 a. m. Devotions will be led The Knox Registry of Deeds re
by Rev. Keneth Cook of Vinalhaven. ceived a call Thursday from Mi’s.
Some members of the Sunshine Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe will pre
Lida Taylor of Belfast, who has
Society called at Miss Corbett's office set a paper on the theme "The
been elected register of deeds in
and left 13 pairs of nice warm mit Minister in hls Study”
Waldo county. She expressed her
tens. They were needed and very
pleasure over the nicely equipped
much appreciated. The city matron
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange office and the efficiency which was
could do with a few more dozen.
is in need of a victrola. Maybe shown in its management. Regis
someone who reads this will know ter of Deeds Albert Winslow gave
Dr. Guy Wilson, minister of the of one stored away or not in use.
her valuable instruction concerning
Pratt Memorial Methodist Episcopal A record of "America" and "Star
the work she is about to undertake
Church, is delivering a series of Spangled Banner” would also be
three Christmas sermons on Sun appreciated. Any information will The annual fair of Edwin Libby
day mornings Dec. 11, 18 and 25. be greatly appreciated by the ma Relief Corps, took place Thursday,
His subjects are "Moden Herods tron. Mrs Etta Anderson, Talbot offering for sale, cake, candy, aprons '
and Modern Worshippers" "The avenue.
and a variety of miscellaneous fancy j
Municipality of Bethlehem” and
articles. Patriotic decorations of
“The Crowded Inn of Our Present
During an enjoyable hike last Sat red, white and blue, were effectively'
Day.”
urday to Bear Hill, certain of the
about the rooms. Circle sup
Boy Scouts of Troop 204 passed per, under the diection of Mrs. Ber
The Congregational Women’s As tests. In the group were Alton tha Higgins, was well attended, a
sociation met in the parlors Wed Perry, assistant Scoutmaster, Ger record crowd taking advantage of
nesday afternoon, with 22 mem ald Beverage, Scoutmaster, Richard the beano party in the evening,
bers present. After the business S. Brown, guide. Harold Payson. where many nice prizes were award
meeting, a social hour was enjoyed, Joseph Wilkie, Linwood Young, ed. Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory was in
a highlight of which was the read Frederick Young, Osmond Palmer, charge of the game and Mrs.
ing of Dickens’ ‘Tiny Tim,” by Mrs. Richard Tolman and Alton Drink- Blanche Siiadie, general chairman.
Philip Howard. Much praise was water.
„
At yesterday s Rotary meeting the
given the junior choir who, with
At
the
meeting
of
Canton
Lafa

the new leader Mrs. Faith Berry,
speaker was Walter J. Brennan Disang Christmas carols during the yette No. 18 and Auxiliary. Wed rector of the Associated Industries
nesday night, officers were elected of Maine, who gave an interesting
tea hour.
as follows: Captain, Jes.se A. Car- talk on the compensation law as it
The combinet^cholrs of the Bap- roll; lieutenant, Neil L Karl; en- applies to accident* and the condi- I
tist Church of Thomaston and the | sign. Howard E. Rollins; clerk. Mil- tions that might obtain if the same
Pratt Memorial Methodist Episco ton V. Rollins; accountant, Nestor law applied to occupational diseases.
Auxiliary—President. It was most enlightening to many
pal Church of Rockland are pre S. Brown.
senting to the public Sunday after Mrs. Florence Havener; vice presi- present who were acquainted witn
noon and evening in the respective dent. Mrs. Constance MacPhail;, the subject in merely a general way.
churches the cantata “The Manger secretary. Miss Doris Hyler; treas- ( nierc were 57 present .among whom
Throne" by Manney. Mrs. Grace urer, Mrs. F. Helen Paladino. The were two Rotarians from Camden.
Strout directing and Faith Berry installation’will be Jan. 4, with Ma- S. L. G. Sutherland and E. L. True.
and Carol Jillson organists. Mrs. jor C. Maynard Havener installing Qllests included the ever welcome
Lydia T. Storer, soloist ad choir di the Canton, and Mrs. Addie Brown, Mayor Veazie. as well as Don Bren
rector of the Pratt Memorial Battalion Deputy, installing the nan of Augusta. Hervey Allen of this
Church is associated with Mrs. Auxiliary. Supper was served be city, Albert Elliot of Thomaston, and
Strout in preparation for the double fore the meetings by Ladies Hav J. M. Pomeroy of Rockland.
event.
ener and Brown.

Megunticook
Camden will
Purple degree
Supper at 6.03,
Encampment.
invited.

A reduction of 1-2 to 1-3 in the
price of gift goods at Christmas
time is something heretofore un
known in Rockland, but Edward
O'B. Gonia has so slashed the price
of the $5000 stock of high grade gift
goods at his store in E. L. Spear
block, next door north of The Cou
rier-Gazette. This great stock in
cludes most desirable gift items of
crockery, china, glassware and
dinnerware—adv.

Radio, Philco and Delco, all spe
cially priced. Open evenings until
Christmas. Parker E. Worrey, 65
Park street, Rockland, Tel. 26-W.—
adv.
147*148
What better Christmas present
than The Courier-Gazette? Three
times a week, every week in the
year it will bring all th home news
to the recipient and with it a kind
ly thought of you, the donor. Simpiy
send $3 to The Courier-Gazette,
Rockland, and we will do the rest
including the mailing at Christmas
time of an attractive Yuletide gift
card bearing ’ your name as 'the
giver
146-159

Spiritualist Meetings
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 11
230 and 7.45 P. M.
GRAND ARMY HALL
Music, Philosophy, Messages
GEORGE A. JONES
Lecturer and Message-bearer
148*lt

Rev. Charles A. Marstaller will have | The new storm entrance at the | Anderson Camp Auxiliary met
as his sermon topic “The Bible—A! city Building may not be an ex-j Wednesday night and elected these
Storehouse of Wealth." The music ample of Doric architecture, but it 1 officers: Doris Ames, president;
Includes a selection by the choir j is a big improvement over tiie one : vice president, Bernice Hatch; trusa
and a solo by Miss Leona Flanders.I which existed.
1 tees: Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, Helen
. The Church School meets at 11.45
------i Paladino and Mildred Sprague;
and tiie Christian Endeavor at 6 i All officers of Rockland Lodge. 1 treasurer, Mae Reed; secretary, Mae
o’clock Praise service and sermon F.&A.M., arc requested to be pres- Cross; patriotic instructor, JoseChristian World Is “What Shall We at 7.15, the topic being “The Bible ent Tuesday night for a rehearsal phine Lothrop
chaplain, Carrie
SERMONETTE
Do with Capitalism"?
In this —The Way of Salvation.” There of the .third degree. This is tor the | Winchenbaugh;
Velma
guide,
series Dr. Lowe will present what will be a selection by the choir and! inspection Thursday night.
i Marsh; assistant guide,
Nellie
Jewry, and a New Year
he believes to be the necessary at a duet by Vernon Giles and Arthur i
---------i Achorn; right color guard, Martitude of Christian faith. The Crockett. Prayer meeting Tuesday! I*008! smelt fishermen were guerite Johnson; left color guard,
Temples
and
synagogues
church
school will meet at noon in night at 7.30. The Woman's Mis- amazed yesterday to see the fish Gladys Murphy; inside guard, Min
thronged with Jews all over the
the vestry; Mrs. Glover’s class at slonary Society meets Thursday 'paP e'ear of the water. And then
world celebrated on Sept. 26,
nie Smith; outside guard, Evelyn St.
Rosh Hashonah tiie 5699th New her residence after church and Dr afternoon with Miss Mabel Seavey.1 ^ley learned the cause—a seal had Clair; press correspondent. Mar
Lowe's Class in the auditorium;
, , . ,
; found its way into the cove.
Year of this ancient religion.
guerite Johnson; Department dele
It is not a Happy New Year kindergarten for smal 1 children
“Following Our Road To Bethle- (
gates, Carrie Winchenbaugh, Clara
10.45 a. m. in the vestry, Mrs. Sen hem” will be the subject of the ser-1 The choirs of the Rockland
for modern Jews. Indeed in the
Payson, Jennie Feyler and Jennie
ter and Mrs. Stone in charge.
old world, fanaticism and hatred
mon at tiie First Baptist Church j Methodist and Tliomaston Baptist Pietroski;
alternates,
Elizabeth
• • • •
have reached their high point
Sunday morning. Special music j Churches will combine to present Gregory, Gladys Thomas, Josephine
“God is the Preserver of Man" Is by the choir The church school | the Christmas cantata “The Man
in murder, oppression and ex
Lothrop. Allie Blackington; national
tile subject of the Lesson-Sermon witli classes for all ages will meet at ger Throne," by Manney, Dec. 18
pulsion from their homes and all
delegate, Elizabeth Barton; alter
they love. The Jews have ever that will be read in all churches of noon and the Intermediate C. E j In Thomaston the iftur will be 4.30, nate, Mae Reed. Supper was served
experienced the hatred of the Christ, Scientist, Dec. 11. The Society will meet at 4 o'clock. The| in Rockland 7.30.
under the direction of Mrs. Doris
world—Listen to this New Year's Golden Text is: “Withhold not thou Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour will
__ .
, „
_
H
I Tiie newly organized Knox Coun Ames. Reports from the fair held
thy tender mercies from me, O open at .6 o'clock
service which Jews have recited
with Virginia
_,
,,, ,
. ,
, , ,
,
ty Mens Chorus will have its first recently were read and was very
Lord: let thy loving kindness and „
through the centuries:
Egan as the leader. The people's1,,,,.
__ , . ,, „ ,
.
,,,
,
full rehearsal in the East room at successful. Mrs. H. R. Winchen
thy truth continually preserve me.” evening
"Give them glory O Lord, unto
service will open at 7.15
u
o ,
baugh took home a fine quilt;
(Psalms 40:11). The citations from with the prelude and big sing, as Community building Sunday afterThy people, praise to them that
fancy apron went to Mrs. Ellie
noon
at
4
o
’
clock.
All
who
can
sing
fear Thee, hope to them that the Bible contain the following sisted by the organ, piano and choir
are urged to be present. Trustees Knowlton and cake to Mrs. Mae
passages: "And seek not ye what ye Tiie new hymn books wi l be dedi- iL
seek Thee and free speech to
r „ „
...
,
I
Building with their Reed. Mrs. Carrie Winchenbaugh
shall eat, or what ye shall drink, cated at this service. "Paradise of Community
them that wait for Thee. Speed
. .. . ,
x
„
..
x.
wives are invited to the rehearsal. was appointed supper chairman for
neither be ye of doubtful mind. But .Lost: ....
ily in our days.
What It Means, will be Mr
the next meeting, at which time a
rather seek ye the kingdom of God; MacDonald's sermon subject. A
“Sanctify us by Thy command
Christmas tree will be held for the
Ruth
Mayhew
Tent
met
Monday
and all these things shall be added special musical prayer and praise
ments and grant our portion hi
children of members.
afternoon
tacking
two
comforters
Thy law; satisfy us with Thy unto you.” (Luke 12:29, 31).
meeting will be held on Tuesday at It was voted to hold a semi-public
goodness and gladden us with
7.15. New hymn books obtained es installation Jan. 2, with Past De
At the Rockland Methodist Epis
Thy salvation. O purify our
pecially for the prayer meeting partment President, Eliza Plummecopal Church Sunday services will
hearts to serve Thee in truth,
y Fast Way
room will be used.
as installing officer. An invitatioi
be: 9.30, Friendly Men's Bible Class;
and Thy word is truth and en/ To Ease Misery of
to members of Emma White Barke
12.00, Baraca Class and Sunday
dureth forever.
The Congregational Circle sup Tent of Belfast was extended. Re
School;
6.30,
Epworth
League
and
"Blessed art Thou, O Lord our
per will be held Wednesday at the freshments will be served. Mrs
730 evening song service and ad
God, King of the universe, who
dress "Modern Help from Ancient usual hour with A. C. Jones and Lou Maude Cables was appointed chair
hast kept us alive, preserved us,
IS WITH GENUINE
B. Cook as co-chairmen.
man of a beano party to take placi
Lives.” At the 1030 morning wor
and permitted us to reach thLs
Monday
night
wifii
unusual
awards
ship will be music, choir selection.
BAYER ASPIRIN
season.”
: "Rock of Ages.” by Buck and solo. A C0UPle °r
««*n dig- Many Christmas boxes and cards of
Through thick and thin, in
, Lydia T. Storer. "The Star of 6ers worked patiently and with suc- cheer are to be sent out this year U
persecution and exile, in poverty
Bethlehem” by Adams. The sermon I0*8 on Pulton streel ’n,ursday and the shut-ins and the Daughters arc
and distress, scattered mnd
i
t ____ i Friday. Dec. 8 and 9. mind you.
busily at work trying to carry on
will be the first of a series of three
peeled, the Jew has looked to
the work of their veteran father;
Christmas
sermons,
subject
“
Mod-J
his God throughout the ages,
The meeting of the Maine State who left them a “noble heritage,"
em
Herods
and
Modern
Worship:
and kept faith ever burning in
Poultry Association at the Exposi
pers" from "We have seen Hls star ’
his breast for the one true God
The Universalist Church an
tion Building, Portland Wednes
and
are
come
(or
refuse)
to
worlie lias always proclaimed and
day, Thursday and Friday will have nounces the opening of the kinder
; ship Him.”
worshiped.—W. A. Holman
some unusually interesting features. garten department of the Church
TO ORDER YOUR
School Sunday morning at 10 45 a
Memorial
I
i At
the Littlefield
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) church Sunday morning at 10.30! Fall athletic awards at Bates Col m. The department is of special
____________________ _________ lege, including 18 for varsity footinterest to parents of children from
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the servball, six for varsity cross-country, three to five years of age who wish
ices for tomorrow will be appropri- 1
24 for freshman football and eight to attend the service of worship
ate for the third Sunday in Advent: |
for freshman cross-country were and have their children cared for
Matins at 7.10. Holy Communion at
announced Thursday by E. “Monte” at the same time, by teachers who
ALL PRICES—ALL SIZES
730. church school at 9.30. Holy
Moore, athletic director. The awards will emphasize simple religious ideas
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30. lec
Suitable for Cemetery and Door sweaters and letters for varsity and influences. During the first I
ture on church history by Captain ,
men, and numeral jerseys for the month Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter and
Trimmed with Colored Cones
Rice at 530.
j freshmen, will be presented at an Mrs. Thomas Stone will direct the
• • • •
assembly to be held in the near work. The next month, under tiie
Leading up to Christmas, at the s
Axel E. Brunberg
| future. A varsity football letter direction of Mrs. Senter. as super
Universalist Church Sunday morn- ,
| will be awarded to Sam Glover, a intendent of the department, two
STILES FARM
Tel. 197-W
ing at 10.45 Dr. Lowe will begin a
Near Oakland Park
Sophomore from Rockland, who other women will assume respon
vita,
Qf
on
414
Main
St., Rockland
Tel. Rockland 463-W
! made a very satisfactory showing sibility. Parents are urged to bring
Spjrit of Jesus and
chaJ1
148’lt
134T-Satl57
in the State series games.
tiie small children.
,
to tiie Profit System.” The burn
ing question of tiie hour, in the

rin

Two Counts Against Boy
Who Is Alleged To Have Ralph P. Conant has succeeded
the late Jere Farnham as teacher
Shot Harmon Girl
of the Farnham class at the Little
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DO NOTFORGET

CALENDARS

CHRISTMAS
WREATHS
35c

Restaurant Notice

FOR 1939

The
Bald Mountain Co.

GO BY TRRI

Open Under New Management

Restaurant at 71 Park St.
Meals Served At All Hours
Home Made Doughnuts
Pies and Baked Beans to take out.
Conte in and try our
French Cooking
148*lt

BORN
Jackson—At South Thomaston. Dec.
7, to Mr and Mrs. Parker Jackson, a

Sherman—At Rockland. Oct. 25. to
Mr and Mrs. Austin Sherman, a daugh
ter—Cynthia Louisa.
MARRIED
Wiscasset. Dec. 7
by Rev Henry W Webb. Cornelius E
Overlook, and Miss Edna Fessenden
Boggs, both ol Warren.
Overlock-Boggs—At

DIED
Thornton—At Bath. Dec. 9. Edward
C Thornton, formerly of Rockland,
aged 88 years. Funeral Monday at 2
o'clock from residence In Bath
Bushnell—At Thomaston. Dec 9.
Nancy, widow of Dr. Jerome Bushnell
aged 88 years. 11 months, 5 days Pri
vate funeral.
Thorndike—At Rockland. Dec. 8. Har
riet A. Thorndike of Thomaston, aged
9€ vears. 9 months, 13 days Funeral
today at 2 o'clock from Davis chapel,
Thomaston.
Jones—At Hope. Dec. 8. Jess? L.
Jones, aged 85 years, 11 months. 4 days.
Funeral Sunday at 1.30 Interment in
Appleton.
Metcalf—At Thomaston, Dec. 5. John
Edward Metcalf, aged 80 years, 4
months, 5 days.

IN MEMORIAxM
In loving memory of Florence Oath,
who died Dec. 10. 19E1.
Your gentle face and patient smile.
With sadness we recall.
You had a kindly word for each.
And died beloved by all
The voice is mute, and stilled the heart.
That loved us well and true.
Oh. bitter was the trial to par;
Front one so good as you.
You are not forgotten, loved one.
We will remember thee
We miss you now. our hearts are sore,
As time goes by we miss you more.
Your loving smile, your gentle face.
No one can fill that vacant place.
Remembered by Father. Mother and
Sisters. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Oath and
family

SHAVEMASTER
Shave Yourself Mister!
Step up to our new, special Shavemaster demonstra
tion counter and treat yourself to a free shave—with

BURPEE'S
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

the electric shaver that gets down to business and

does a job RIGHT NOW!
The best way to introduce you to the pleasure of

Ambulance Service

shaving this new electric, latherless way is to invite
you to try Shavemaster—free—no obligation.

•

So

please ACCEPT. We’ll be looking for you.

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

GREGORY’S

mninE EEnTRnL Rniinona
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

«€ EAST FRIENDSHIP «€

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose of Teel's
Island were visitors last weekend at
AI.ENA L. STAE-RETT
Flank Miller's.
Correspondent
C. N. Lewis who has had employ
★ 4b
ment at Magee Island, has returned
Tri 49
home.
Mrs. Hattie Brown is confined to
her bed as result of a broken arm
In a letter recently received from
suffered in a recent fall.
! Edward O. Teague, by Sidney W. I
A. J Hussey is passing the win-J Vinal, his life long friend. Mi .
ter with his daughter. Mrs. Walter Teague, proprietor of the Hotel ■
Teel in Port Clyde.
; Goodrich in San Diego. Calif., j
Mrs. C. N. Lewis is in ill health writes that he is in the finest cli-J

★★★★

town and Mrs. Ida Goss of Union,
a recitation by a Mr. Davis of Wash
ington, 90 year old member of Po
mona. and the spirited discussion
on what disposal can be made of
old cars.

Every-Other-Day

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle
1

3“ 5
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7

9

id
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IX 14 14
High School Activities
lb
Miss Marcia Blaney was a Port- the Social Sciences has been confined to his home in Casco since
land visitor Wednesday.
(By Marion Wallace)
17
It)
IB
Mrs. Lillian Newburger has moved Nov. 23. because of illness. Arthur
Rev. L. Clark French, new pos
Scott of Waldoboro took charge of
ll
to Bath.
lo
tor of the Congregational Church,
XI
xl
spoke to the school Wednesday on1
Mrs. William Flint entertained Mr. Hancock's classes Monday and
LJ
15
Xb
Kenneth Bickford of Lisbon Falls
X7
ps 5?r
The Bridge Club last night.
“Character and Personality." The Pearl Buck goes to Sweden to re
talk was very interesting and most ceive the Nobel Prize for Litera
Earle Spear, Roy Mack, Guy lev has substituted for the remainder
42
id
44
helpful.
ture at the ceremony held in Stock
b
ensaler and A. D. Gray represent of the week.
3j
ing the Lions Club were guests of There was a Boy Scout meeting. Mr and Mrs A v Grafton and ‘mate in Am*rica. with the tempera- 1 The senior class play "Mrs holm on Dec. 10. The Journey will
37
’Leary's Cow." was winner of the not
a
‘I0"'
the Rockland Club at the Lions In the gym Thursday night Ten Raiph Copeland were in Thomas■s- ' ture about 75 degrees every day. O
• .
,
.
,
, , as she will take with her for comcom
is 46
Ml
meeting Wednesday and participa scouts, two visitors, and one leader ton this week, calling on Herbert and almcst continuous sunshine In inter-class, one-act play contest, pletion the final chapters of her
b
an invitation to visit him. get a Thursday at Town hall. The deci- new novel. “The Patriot," which
VVV
ted in the bowling tournament at were present. The Scouts practiced Grafton who is very ill
04
■ little golf, and a few sun baths, hie sh>n of tlie judges was based on the will be published by John Day Com
the new Community building. The j basketball.
Miss Virginia Meres spent last
guarantees that Mr Vinal will be ability of the class to interpret the pany in February.
Camden. Rockland. Vinal Haven.
4$
3T
4/
50
weekend witli her sister, Mrs. P C.
• •* *
51
Waldoboro and Skowhegan Clubs
sold also on the California climate Parts.
The judges were, Mrs.
FOWL'S HEAD
' Nielson.
Mi and Mrs Teague will motor east Oeorge Newbert. Mrs. Robert Walk- The origin of "The Book of Bells”
were represented. The next meet
w
54
Owl s! Melvin Wallace who has been suf- next. ,June .t0 dispose
..
ing of the local Club will be Wed „ Albert
. _ MaePhail. master uiof wwis
Of, t..heir. prop. ' er. Miss Evelyn Sawyer, Sidney W. by Satis N. Coleman was the dis
covery
in
her
classes
at
the
Lincoln
Head Grange and Mrs. MaePhail fering from whooping cough several
,n w,ndsor yt
Vlnftl Vinal. and Rev. Charles W. Turner.
57
>>b
5o
59
nesday at Stahls Tavern.
bo bi
School. New York, that small child
Elmer Jameson. Sr.. Mrs. AnnieI attended
State Orange in Aureturned Monday to school. and Mr
aft<?r
Theodore Siili, David White, and ren are Intensely interested In bells
<\\\
bi
w
b5
bb
Thompson and Mrs. Austin Miller gusta, Tuesday, Wednesday and, Tlie children of A. C. Lewis have town as beys 40 years ago. have al Charles Stimpson Jr., furnished and that they like to play tunes
I also been suffering from that malmusic
before
the
plays.
Virginia
on
bells
made
out
of
such
things
were in Hampden on business Wed Thursday.
ways been closely affiliated In Bos
bfc
b9
as flower pots, bottles, kitchen bowls s V7
The Sew’ing Circle will meetl adj '
nesday.
ton. Winchester. Mass. Farmington. Moody and Jeannette Overlock sang and hanging plates. Last year she j
duets with Verna Robinson accom wrote a small pamphlet on the sub-!
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Somes of N H and Wlndsor> Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland and Thursday afternoon at the home
/O
1
71
Warren passed Sunday with Mrs
Mrs. Clinton B Stahl were visitors j of Mrs. Louise Arey.
panying them.
Christine Jones ject, at the request of the National
Several
from
the
Warren
Granges
Mrs. Edith Young has returned Somes' Parents. Mr. and Mrs A. L. J
Tuesday in Portland.
played several piano selections. The j Tuberculosis Association tn conattended the session of the State
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
ushers. in charge of Lloyd Welling- jneotion nvith its distribution of
The Girl Scouts will hold a from a trip to Boston.
; Burns.
j Grange this week in Augusta. Those
1-Syatem
54-Abrading tools
14-T roublesome
ton. were Harold Moore. Stanley j Christmas seals, which then bore
Christmas sale this afternoon at
6-The fireside
56-Steal
and Mr R .i$t„ Woodman igrrTki a kit'c |-I A R RO R US’
rece!'ed the sixth degree Wed-, Robinson Leona Jones and Marie
picture of a town crier ringing
17-Dimness
Storer's Shoe Store, sponsored by are residing in Rockland for the
58- Fifty-four
23-Prefix. Through
ENANT S HARBUR - nesday were. Miss Katheryn Pea- M
Erkkila was
e hls 66,1 11,6 astonishing demand 11- Window built out
from a wall
59- Bow the head
25- Contrary to law
Troop 1. and Senior Troop 2.
Winter'
Mrs. Feme Rice ol Medford. obrtv °* Warren Grange , Earle Manager Dorothv Simmons nron-!fOr this pamphlet' which reached 12- Piteh
60- Definite article
26- Falsehood
Mrs. Fred Bums went to Portland
The first and second degrees will Mass and Miss Rjth PielSOn Of Maxcv Jr • and Mr and Mrs. Harry ertv mana
' andCatherlne
chiefly through 15-Trim by cutting
62-lngrained
29- Profound
yesterday.
16- A small brook
64-Leases
30- Quick, lively dance
be worked Monday night on three( Cambridge. Mass., were called here McIntyre of Goodwill Grange, and Thompson business manager Town fulllength book. Covering4 hilly
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales of
17- Wild
66- Stagger
31- Break( suddenly
candidates.
by
the sudden death of their father.
Jameson
of Wh.te Oakl hgn WJW crowded to caDacitv for
thelore
of
bells,
67- A continent
with many 18- Large plant
33- A reliquary
Rockland were guests Thursday of
At a recent planning meeting of Ca^t
19- Unit
68- Man's name
Day).
34- Medicinal substances
Reid R. Pierson. whose Grange
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph.
I performance. The Woodcock or- lllustra tions. (John
• • • •
20- Huge serpent
69- Drew, as with a lure 36- Pig-pen
chestra of South Warren played for
Supt. A. D. Gray and Fred Burns the Farm Bureau a demonstration funeral services were held in theOfficers will be elected Wcdnes- j
21- Mineral spring
70- Myth
37- Uneven
on
making
holiday
table
decorations
church
Thursday.
Rev
N.
J
Smith
day
at
E
A
Starrett
Auxiliary.
8..
(he
dance
held
in
Glover
hall
folModern
Age
Books
announces
22- A fish
were business visitors in Wiscasset
71-Turns around
38- lmitates
was given by Miss Esther Dunht^nJ officiating. Burial was in Seaside U V. The dinner committee. Miss! lowing the plays.
"School^fo^Barbarians"^ "EducaS 24-Grinds together
43-Remit
this week
hqme demonstration agent
A, cemetery. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hart Ida Stevens. Mrs. V. A. Rokes. and Warren High gave a birthdavtion UndeV the^Nazh"" has tripod 27- Prefix. From
VERTICAL
45- Pinch
Mrs. Fred Burns. Mrs. Harold
28- Rims
46- Oral
Ralph and Mrs. Stanley Vannah, "square meal" was served at noon and Henry Caddy of Massachusetts Mrs Arthur L Perry, asks mem- jparty Wednesday for Miss Goodwin'since the news of persecutions of 32-Tricky
1- Surly
48- Donated
perry. president of the Student the Jews and Catholics in Oer- 33- Help
2- 1 reland
49- Scars
were Waterville visitors Thursday. by Mrs. Constance MaePhail. Mrs. were in attendance at the funeral bers. who are not solicited for the
3- Piece of baked clay 51-Produces
Council, presented gifts from the ' man>-has been given so much space 35-Gain.
A truancy case from South Wal Bertha Borgerson and Mrs. Nina; Mr and Mrs. George Bitgood dinner to furnish sweets.
. . , . .
. „
„
, in the press. A second printing was 37-Musical drama
4- Goddess of death
53- Large deer
Officers elected were: have vacated the Osborne house on
George E Gray, grand inner student
doboro was prosecuted Wednesday Perry.
body, and Mrs. Frank avaiiable on Nov 30 ,bringing the 39-The (Sp.)
(Norse Myth.)
54- Kindled
Chairman.
Mrs.
Margaret
Margethe
Wallston
road,
and
rented
the
gU
ard.
was
guest
speaker
WednesRowe
to
Miss
Goodwin.
Ice
cream
tot
a*!**
number
”
of
copies"u^'to
26
W-Walti
’
upon
in the Municipal Court at Wiscasset
5- Suffix. Alcohol
55- Maritime signal
son:
secretary.
Mary
Foster;
Foods
former
Hopkins
farm,
now
owned
day
at
the
meeting
of
District
15
1
was
served
with
cookies
and
cakes
800
since
publication
in
early
Octo41-Above
6- Aids
57-Twomasted vessel
The parent was admonished by the
7- Liable
60- Combining form. Far
judge to keep the child in school. leaders, Constance MaePhail and by Nelson Gardner of Martinsville of K P. Lodges held in West Minot The plans had been made secretly, her. Thomas Maiin, in his moving 42-The foxglove
44-Dent made by a blow 8- lnfrequent
61- Part of the foot
Clarence Richards of Damariscotta and the party was a surprise to the introduction to this book, predicts 47- A dance
Mrs. Joseph Brooks. Mrs. Wendall Mrs. Mary’ Brown of Ash Point;
9- Cornered
63—No (Scot.)
a past grand chancellor accompan- honor guest.
(i?at the„ ge”?,ral deterioration ln 48- Ramble idly
Church Notes
Blanchard and Mrs. Laila Benner home management. Mrs. Louise.
65- Negative
... _
....
Germany'—will go trreststably on, 50-An effeminate boy 10-Canted
Arey;
clothing
leaders.
Ella
Mad12- Pulls in pieces
66- Fish eggs
visited Tuesday in Rockland.
Church month is being observed led .Ii Gray.
j
....
irretrievably consum52-Type measure
13- Either
69-Thorium (abbr.)
Dr. F. W. Redlon is moving his docks and Nellie Reed; librarian.' at the Church on the Hill through
Dinner guests Thursday of Mr
Student Entertainment
mated in fact. If the sort of people
dental offices from the David block Louise Arey. The 1939 program was December. The pastor's morning and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby were Mrs
The musical plays "The Night Be-'who have the say today are given
(Solution to previous puzzle)
tc rooms over the Medomak Na planned and dinner committees sermon is entitled. Behold your a. T. Norwood. Mrs Elmer Overlock fore Christmas" by pupils of the enough time to put into execution
chosen.
tional Bank.
King." The Bible School will meet of Thomaston. Mrs Milton Robin-' Hinckley Corner School, and "The
Pr°^™ Manns'
Mrs. Alfred Storer and Mrs. The Louis Thebaud arrived Wed immediately following the morn- son of Oyster River. Mrs. Charles Browns’ Christmas" by the pupils' {ather and daughter, are doing their
Kelsey Lash were Portland visitors nesday night well washed with the ing service. The men's class is open Maxey. Mrs. Walter Leavitt. Mrs. of the Malcolm Corner Primary | literary best to make things un
recent storm. Those from this town to those wishing to join each Sun- Kenneth Fales. and Mrs. Charles j School, will be presented Tuesday!comfortable for Herr Hitler and his
Tuesday.
•
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay returned who are members of the crew are | day at 11 30 a. m A vote of appre- Copeland of South Warren. Mrs. I at 1.30 at Glover hall, under the, friends.
Principal Hall and Orett F. Robin
home today from New York, where Richard Dyer. cook. George Dyer. ciation has been expressed to Ada Spear, who was invited, was direction of Mrs. Willis Vinal. asson
attended the meeting of th;
she was guest speaker at the an- Donald Smith. Leslie Hurd and Ellis Messrs. Dowling. Wilson, Allen. Dorr unable to attend, as her brother, sisted
-i-»^ u.,
— Shirley
cui-t... Castner, and;, And speaking
—it
b\ mi
Miss
«j ,of
, Herr
TT __ Hitler
_____
_________
_____
_s "Mein Hancock County Schoolmaster s
™
i
.1,
u-,
**
sald
that
Adolph
Hitler
r.ual dinner of the Maine Society Dyer.
and others who contributed labor. Jerry Libby, underwent that day. Mrs. Florence Davis. All the chil-! Rampf." the guide book of Ger- Club at Bar Harbor. Monday night. |
oi New York held at the Waldoif Mrs. Minnie Smith has been a re materials, time, hardware, and a third operation at the State Street
drenof both schools will have part. many s awut rlse
the 1<ading Mr HaH had the pleasure of meeting
cent visitor at Two Bush Light.
Astoria Hotel.
stoves to make the present head- Hospital in Portland. Word has
Speaking parts in the former play: power of Continental Europe, has there Ernest L. Toner a college classMr and Mrs. R. J. Sans of Erie. Mrs. Nellie Reed gave a birthday quarters po-sible. The monthly peen received that he is doing well, will be taken by Earle Pease. Beth become the best seller in Paris But
mat;. and former Rockland superin
Penn., who were at Open Gates for party Tuesday for her five year old meet is to be held at the church
Alice Griffin
Dale?,s author earns small personal inFuneral services for John Ed-| Robinson
tendent of schools
whn
rtiod
unnml
,,
.v
i
,
come
from
his
fame,
and
few
dlstwo weeks are now in Calais.
daughter. Those present were Ber Monday at 6. a covered dish sup- ward Metcalf, 80 who died Mona>, Messer. Nathala McKinley. Joyce cip[es
hu th.ork?s for mQst Qf
Arthur Chute was a Portland nard Raynes. Bernice Perry. Kath to be followed by a talk by Rev. J. in Thomaston, were held Thursday I Butler. Alice Kenniston. Pauline the editions sold'in the French city
Mary Pray of Owl's Head Rockvisitor Wednesday.
erine McPhail. Elizabeth St. Clair, Charles MacDonald of Rockland.( at the Sawyer Funeral parlors m, Anderson, Willis Berry. Ruth Pease ’ are bootleg copies. An inquiry of j land IIi2h
-37 u another to Wadsworth Coe on the west.
_
„
u
c
.land
High School, '37, is another
Mrs. William Flint was guest Ann and Sullivan Reed. Refresh Important business
Thomaston With Rev. Hubert F vocal solos will be sung by Willis '20 leading bookshops revealed that! Rncx c
, Castine is very much on the main
Thursday of Mrs Ella Cunningham ments were served and all had a de
Behold. He Returns ' will be the Leach officiating. Burial was made. Berry. Alice Griffin. Beth Robinson ; the demand for Hitlers Bible has
e
1land,
—1 kbeing
.i«- abouti as
45 minntA,
minutes frnn
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S
honor
roll
based
on
schol

in Warren.
|JYmIped
C°^
lightful time.
Ellsworth and about one and onetheme of the evening message at the at the Pleasantville Cemetery, in Earle Pease. Joyce Butler.
_
,
Iciusion of the Munich accord and astic achi;vement.
The Woman's Club will have
fourth hours frem Rockland over
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Dyer were din Happy Hour of Music and Message, this town Mr. Metcalf was born
• • • •
Pupils of the Malcolm Primary the ^^aj h€gemOny over Central
luncheon Tuesday at 1 o'clock. Mrs.
hard surfaced roads.
ner guests last night of Mr. Dyer's service assisted by the young peo-, in Lincolnville, son of William and School cast are Lucille Stone. Doro-j Europe and the Danube Basin that
Ro; r D;w of Wiscasset and Vin
Weston Is chairman of the com mother, Florence Dyer, Crescent pie's choir and the instruments.
Eliza Mero Metcalf. He leaves two thy Beane, Sylvia Hill, Esther!went with it. Cheap five and ten cent LaFlamme of Old Town furmittee. It is District Directors Day Beach.
Rehearsals are being scheduled sons, and several nephews, among Smith. Merrick Beane, Ernest Perrv |franc editions adorn the open trey 1 nlshed the music at a recent Castine
WASHINGTON
end Mrs. E. F. Glover of Rockland
sr xt >
j?
is;,
- •»’,
for
the presentation of a beautiful them Ibrey Metcaf of this town,
Mr. and Mrs. Eino Anderson and
will be the speaker.
Mrs. Lisle Leonard of Camden is
Mrs. Annie Moody is spending the Rc ard Overlock This play con- sal€ surpassed the 30000 ma k In organist at the Castine Unitarian
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McPhail have pageant entitled "The Seeking
Stafford N Soule has a position
spending
a few days at the home of
Wise-Men
'
which
will
be
presented
winter
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Web

tains 12 group songs, with solos by; addition there are street hawkers church.
as manager of» the Postal Telegraph returned home after attending0 State
his sister Mrs. H B. Cunningham.
•
, GranPP
Aiitrncta
Lucille Stone, Donna Stone. Rob- selling "Mein Kampf" on every' imGrange mp#»tiriDC
meetings in
in Augusta
by the Christian Endeavor. Christ- ster in Fairfield
Co. in Brunswick.
The Georges River rose Wednes ert Littlehale, and Dorothy Beane portant street corner in the center
Evening Star Grange met Thurs
The next social event at E. S. N. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack and Mrs. Mrs. E. H. St. Clair received sad mas night.
day
within
six
inches
of
the
1936
day
and elected as officers: Master,
Tn
a
costume
song,
“
The
Dance
of
Most
of
the
French
edi

will
be
a
County
Fair
in
the
gymna

Millie Pollard were visitors Thurs news Thursday from her cousin
tions of the book on sale in Paris
Hollis Weaver; O. F. L. Ludwig;
flood mark.
the Dolls" will be seen Patrice Mar
sium.
today.
The
committee
in
and husband of Lewiston As they
SOUTH CHINA
day tn Augusta.
Sidney F Copeland was in Bos tin, Dorothy Beane. Lucille Stone. are not the authorised edition bear charge is Bety King. Ellsworth lecturer. Doris Miller; chaplain.
ing the approval of Hitler.
The Mending Club met last were returning from a funeral in
ton
Tuesday on business.
Lucille Perry. Helen Carroll. Emily
chairman; Mary Rollins. Detroit and Talbot Johnston; steward. J L.
Biddeford, they stopped for red
Mrs. William Ring and children,
night with Mrs. Percy Moody.
Merrill
Payson
attended
the
meet

Smith,
and
Robert
Littlehale.
light; a truck came from behind ! Herbert, Ethel and Roger of Warren
While a fifth printing of her t Josephine Hutchins, Bucksport. W. Carroll; secretayr, Lurlie Davis;
Mrs. H. E. Wentworth and daugh
ing
of
the
New
England
Dairies
treasurer. W. F. Hatch; A. S.. Ar
new
best-selling novel, “All This j D. Hall is faculty advisor.
ter Mrs. Amos Achorn visited Fri with the result that Mrs. Sharus is ' returned home Wednesday after
And Heaven Too!" is going through,
thur Johnston; L.A.S.. Janet John
Overlock-Bog gs
in the Lewiston hospital with a j spending several days with her Monday in Augusta, motoring there
day in Rockland.
. v.
making a total of more than 12S ston: G K L. W. Bartlett; Ceres.
,
with
Alexander
Fuller
of
Union,
a
An
emergency
telephone
call
from
Cornelius E. Overlock and MisS|COO copies printed. Rachel Field is
Kenneth Bickford has returned sprained back. The car is a wreck parents, the Esancys.
! dlirector of the New England DairSupt. Frank D. Rowe of Warren in Clai i Overlock; Pomona, Ruth
Edna
F.
Boggs
of
this
town
were
j
n
Hollywood,
"planting
sweet
peas
Mrs. Herbert Esancy. Mrs. Eleano:
to Lisbon Falls after substituting
1 ies. Others in the party included. quietly married at 10 o'clock Wed for Christmas." She and her hus^ search of a substitute teacher to fill Eoynton: Flora. Inez Cunningham
Payson, son Ralph, daughters. Eve
SOUTH HOPE •l
at the high school for Sumner Han
Pearl Oakes. Raymond Danforth, nesday morning at the Wiscasset band are spending the winter in a temporary vacancy reminds us Tlie third and fourth degrees were
lyn and Charlene and grandson
cock.
'
home of Rev. and Mrs. Henry W. California, where Mr. iPederson is that he has on his Union High conferred on Mrs. Oertrude Lud
Kenneth Dean is shingling his Ralph were callers Sunday at the and Leroy Hunt all of Union.
Mrs. B. G. Miller was overnight
Charles
Libbv
is
ill.
Webb
Following the ceremony doing some work in connection with School faculty Miss Natalie E. Nason wig and Mary Utrect. after which
home of her sister. Mrs Gertrude
guest Friday of her mother Mrs. house and making other repairs
. i Miss Christine Starrett is em they left for a week's trip and on the movies.
who, after two years at E. S. N. S.. light refreshments were served and
H.
A.
Hart
was
in
Princeton
re

• • * •
Wellman in South Hope. Mrs. Pav
Emma Spear in Portland.
ployed
in
the
finish
department
of
entered
the University of Maine as a a short program rendered. Tlie
return will make their home in
cently and returned with a fine son who has been visiting relative.
Dec. 1, Daniel Gregory Masons
Rogeir Moulton of York, a popular
junior
and
graduated from that in next meeting is an all day session
South
Warren.
The
bride
wore
deer.
"Prelude and Fugue" was performed
here for a couple of months, re-, Rob<irt packard u on the day shift
salesman, was distributing cigars at
stitution
with
distinction in two Dec. 17
Mrs. Chloe Mills has been in Ap turned to Hope with her grandson ;
Roy SmUh> dark green lace over silk, and black at the Federal Music Theatre in
•'Clint's" this week. It. was a girl.
William Hall of Jefferson was a
years
more.
New
York
city.
Dr.
Mason's
new
accessories,
and
her
coat
and
hat
pleton
a
few
weeks
caring
for
her
Raymond Ludwig who. with his wife |
Jones
• • • •
business visitor Thursday in this
book. “Music In My Time, and
were
of
Hunter's
green.
daughter
Mrs.
Arthur
Sprowl
who
and
two
daughters
was
helping
his
High School News
The writer w-as much amused community.
is working with Bryan Robinson,
Mrs. Overlook, librarian at the Other Reminiscences." has just been
mother celebrate her birthday, as
The Future Farmers have voted is ill.
published by Macmillan.
when
questioned by a Rockland resi
mill
machinist.
Public Library, is a past president
Mrs. Gladys Erving of Damari also were his sister, Mrs. Dorothy
• V • •
•'Medomak" as the name of the
dent
as
to whether Castine is on an
Mrs.
William
Barrett
returned
of the Woman's Club, a member of "The Country Kitchen" by Della
chapter. The committee on con scotta was a visitor Sunday at C. Childs and family.
island. This mistaken idea may
home Tuesday after passing several the Congregational Church, and as
L.
Dunbar's.
Lutes, which won the American
stitution and by-laws, consisted of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Esancy and weeks with Mr. Barrett, who is em
sociated bodies.
and Crescent Booksellers Association award for have arisen from the fart that some
Miss Emma Hills of Union passed
Clifton Miller, Carroll Vaughn and
Mr. and Mrs. Cony Webber have ployed in Wareham. Mass.
Temple, P. S. Mr. Overlock is own the most original book published in years ago the regular steamer from
last weekend at W. W. Lermond's.
Allen Palmer.
been attending tjie State Grange in
Mrs
William
Stanford
was
pleas

Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
er and operator of a saw mill in 1936. has just been published in Camden met the Castine steamer
Robert Crabtree and Thomas
Every class is to put on a short
England. Mrs. Lutes' latest book, leaving Belfast in the Bay where
Augusta.
antly
surprised
recently
by
her
in

Lights and Small Appliances
South
Warren.
Good
wishes
are
“Millbrook" was published on Dec.
play Friday night, the Treshmen, Winston Jr., master and overseer of Alice H. Esancy recently cele stalling staff in the Rebekah Lodge.
Installed and serviced
being tendered them from a host 2 by Little. Brown. The writer of freight and passengers were trans
South
Hope
Grange
attended
State
"Be Home by Midnight"; Sopho
ferred or from the fact that the Cas-1
brated her second birthday with a She received a gift of colored pot of friends.
Promptly
this column has just read Mrs.
Grange
in
Augusta
this
week.
mores. "Cloud-Burst"; Juniors. "The
Lutes' "Home Grown "—and loved tine peninsula was once separated ;
Mrs. R. E. Robbins accompanied party fcr her young cousins. Herbert. tery. refreshments were served, and
Joke-ative Man;” Seniors, “The
from “Off the Neck" or North Cas
it.
her sister Mrs. Amos Norton of Ethel and Roger Ring of Warren, puzzles and games enjoyed. Present
UNION
• • • •
Inner Urge.”
tine by a canal dug by the British to
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
South Thomaston attended the Arlene and Carlton Fitzgerald. Nor were Mrs. Charles Bowers. Mrs. E.
permit
boats to pass from Hatch's I
The point standing in the Merit
A
gift
suggestion:
“
Christmas,
”
TEL. 19-W
bert
and
Milton
JPoulliot
of
North
B.
Clark.
Mrs.
Dana
Smith.
Mrs.
Church of the Nazarene
funeral for Stephen B. Miller Sun
an American annual of Christmas
Shield contest is:
Vassalboro. Sylvia and Holly Merrill Emerson W. Perkins. Mrs. Earle
Universa 1 Bible Sunday will be literature and art. This is the Cove on the East of the peninsula
day in Burkettville.
Room 3.
525 points
Moore.
Mrs.
Percy
Bowley
and
Mrs
!
observe
d
tomorrow.
The
pastor's
and
Alice
Giddings
of
East
VassaiMr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman en
eighth annual volume. More than
Room 4,
40(1 points
! subject at the morning worship will 40.000 copies of the 1937 annual
tertained Sunday on the occasion boro; and her aunts. Evelyn and Edwin Gamon.
Room 5.
325 points
One outstanding event of the
„jn a ,rbousand Tongues.” In were
sold.
Christmas
stories,
of Mrs. Wellman's birthday, Mrs. Charlene Esancy; and brother,
Room 6
350 points
Eleanor Payson. Mr. and Mrs. R E. Ralph. Also present were Mrs. Wil meeting of Knox Pomona Grange the church school every member articles, photographs, art reproduc
NEVER LESS THAN
tions, poetry, carols, legends, and
Room 8,
400 points
Ludwig, daughters Faith and Ann liam Ring of Warren. Mr. and Mrs. held last Saturday with Evening will try to have the entire family
It 1s felt that this contest has of Hope, Mrs. Herbert Esancy. Lloyd Fitzgerald. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Star Grange of Washington, was present; an award will go to the Yuletlde observances—all these are
skillfully woven together to make
stimulated the school spirit of all Ralph Esancy and son. Misses Eve Poulliot of North Vassalboro. Mr. the presentation of a gold watch oldest member of the largest family a gift to be much appreciated and
pupils in their regular attendance, lyn and Charlene Esancy of South and Mrs. Howard Merrill of Vassal chain to the retiring master. J. O. represented.
long treasured. It has 72 pages,
Rockland Loan and Building Association has
punctuality, scholastic work and China and Mr. and Mrs. C. C. boro. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jameson, who had served as master
Committees are arranging a pro 1014x14 inches, enclosed In pictorial
just made
11. ,
conduct.
o lilds son Arnold and daughter Ralph Esancy and grandparents. Mr. two years. Austin K. Kalloch. of gram for the Christmas Day exer gift box. Price
• * • •
SEMI ANNUAL DIVIDEND
and Mrs. Herbert Esancy and her this town, chairman of Knox Po cises. Next Sunday's lesson will be
Sumner O Hancock, teacher of Muriel.
Friendship is built on shared ex
NUMBER ONE HUNDRED THREE
great grandmother. Mrs. Eleanor mona's executive board, in behalf “The Sin of Covetousness.” This
periences, be they of the heart,
1 Payson of Hope. Ice cream and cake of Knox Pomona, presented the gift lesson will be found in Exodus 20:17, the mind or the soul. Books, there- j
It was at the rate of FOUR PERCEN I PER
| were served.
to Mr. Jameson. Candidates who St. Luke 12:13-21. And First Tim fore, make the best of all gifts for |
ANNUM and it amounted to
Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps of received the fifth degree were Mrs. othy 6:6-10.
in their common enjoyment friends
China are at the home of Ralph Fred Ludwig and Miss Mary Euleck
__________________ $11,800.00__________________
Candles were lighted last Sun share together the complex pat-'
Fare $2.50 each way
Esancys during the latter's absence. both of Washington. Greeting was day for the observance of Mrs. Hal terns of the present, the broad ac- ]
(Round trip rate discontinued)
Commence now to make MONTHLY PAYMENTS of any
Recent callers at Herbert Esancy's tendered by Fred Ludwig, of Wash vah Hart's birthday. The Comrades cumulations of experience and the
amount up to $40.00 and be in line for DIVIDEND NUMBER ONE
expanding horizons of the soul. |
LEAVE DAILY
were Dr. S. C. Cates of East Vassal ington, newly installed master, to Class met Wednesday at the home Saying "Merry Christmas” with a
HUNDRED FOUR next April.
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
boro. William Ring of Warren, Mr. which John Kearly of East Union of their teacher J. C. Moody for a book is to bring continuing joy to
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
We have SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS to loan each month
and Mrs. Fred Poulliot and sons made reply. Other items of inter study of the Bible and review of both your friend and yourself.
1
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
on HOMES IN THIS VICINITY
Norbert and Milton, Miss Edith est on the program included, a talk Sunday School lessons. The mis
AIRWAYS, INC.
Mitchell, China; Mrs. Olive K. Hus by Everett Hobbs of Hope, accordi sionary meeting will be held Tues ship at 10 o’clock; church school,
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
sey and children Caroline and on and harmonica selections by Ed day night at the home of Miss Mary 11.15; young people's, 5.30; prayer,
TEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
145Stf
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Knowlton of Newtonville, Mass., and ward Ludwig of Washington, read' Ware.
630; and preaching service at 7
148Stf
Robert Hussey of Waterville.
jngs by Mrs, S. E. Norwood of this
o’clock.

Castine Normal

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG

FOUR PERCENT PER ANNUM

SEAPLANE SERVICE

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Sunday's schedule wifi he: Wor-

Every-Other-Day
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Correspondent

“Oh—When we bowl we bowl for
The mqjnbers of Abnakis 4-H Club
Hollywood,—Hollywood's
produ some of those everlasting questions
keeps,
hiked two miles to the home of their cers are certainly living up to the may be cleared up. I only hope he'll
HH
The Lions Club met at Union And pile our victims up in heaps." club leader Celia Belle Wall, last slogan ' Motion Pictures Are Your be able to tell me which actress
Singing gaily and in a clear tenor
Church parlor Thursday night. Al
Best Entertainment" by making had thc first case of temperament
Saturday.
voice Gene Hall left the Cascade,
bert Carver was speaker.
this movie season an era of million and what upset her? Or whatever
The sewing girls arrived first and dollar pictures.
Agriculture
I and Mrs. Ruth Haggett will serve At the end of the year, prizes will be
Mrs. Ralph Robinson and infant Alleys with the above refrain on his
became of "It?" Who was the first
awarded to those having the highest
A recent visit to North Haven in- the square meal for health,
At thc top of the list ls "Marie comedian to throw a pie in a slapdaughter Martha, who have been lips, for the Skippers (of which Gene were shown the parts of the sew
Miss Joan
oicates more sheep on the island
Edgecomb, (Dec. 15, at the town attendance record.
is one of the Skippiest) had just ing machine. None of the girls Antoinette' casting near $2,800,000 stick comedy? What actress apthan usual. J P. Dyer has bought hall. Mrs. Inez Sherman and Mrs. Baum was chosen prodder for the at the home of Mrs. John Went
finished lambasting the Ganders in had studied them previous to this —this price being topped only onceI peared in a bathtub for a picture?
a pair of two-year-old steers from Fiank Poole will serve the dinner. next meeting to see that every one worth have returned home.
approved
Skipper style, the margin
lr. the history of th industry and ' And last but not least what girl exGeorge Wyllie of Warren He plans
Meetings will start promptly at | is pre ent. Each member will take
Mother and Daughter Club, met
demonstration, but all of them
of defeat being 61 pins.
tc use them on Leadbetter Island.' 10 30 a. m., with a demonstration . her turn as prodder during the Friday with Mrs. Harry Coombs.
that once by "Hell's Angels," which j posed her legs for newspaper picAlton Calderwood has started a[ of Christmas favors by the home year.
The old Goose found himself in learned in an amazingly short time. cost slightly above the $3,000,000 J tures commonly called "leg art?"
L.
Carver
Relief
Corps
elected
as
herd of cows and plans to increase ' demonstration agent—so plan to be1
» • • «
another one of those unpleasant Each girl threaded the machine and mark
[ Seme fun, eh!
the number next year.
! 1 there on time!
, The Sunshiny Seven of Noble- officers Tuesday: President. Lillian spots where he bowled a goodly ‘wound the bobbin, naming the parts
A list of the production sheets I
» • • •
Several of the farmers are plan-!
• • • •
j b0ro. of whlch Mrs Ruth French is Gregory; vice president. Mrs. Oscar
as she came to them.
of the combined studios reveals the
ning to use super-phcsphate and “Christmas Suggestions” will be leader prepared a vegetable chowder Lawry, secretary, Carrie Cassie; total himself yet had to ante up at
“The Cowboy and the Lady"
When this was done each one was st,arting information that during
lime next year on their sheep pas-: the subject of leader meetings in at their recent club meeting. After treasurer. Cora Bunker. P. I., Flor the cash counter because of the fail
starring Gary Cooper and Merle
given a diagram of a machine show- ; , bp next six months a total of some Oberon with Patsy Kelley is a lovely
tures.
the following communities:
ithe business meeting the vegetable ence Smith; chaplain, Annie Ben ings of some of his teammates.
• • • •
Union, Dec. 8. in charge of Mrs. j chowder, hot cocoa, and oatmeal
It was the combination of Dyer Ing the different parts, which they 50 pictures will be made at a cost of lomantic picture, but lacks in punch
ner; conductor, Madeline Smith;
Many requests are being received Addie Mitchell. Mrs. Addie How- ; cookies were served. Beatrice Sideand Drew that put the skids under had to name. These diagrams are over a million dollars each.
and story. Cooper is at his best. If
fom poultrymen for the series of aid. Mrs. Maude Calderwood. and - linger brought a sewing exhibit of guard, Abbie Hutchinson; past the Ganders, for with both of them to go Into their 4-H notebooks.
Tyrone Power's “Jesse James" will you like down-to-earth films—here's
letters that will be sent out in con- Mrs. Ida Bessey will serve the' Christmas gifts consisting of a pil- president. Inez Conant.
Each member took her lunch, and rank above $1,800,000 Others cost
topping the 300 mark, it w as a little
necilon with the Grow Good Pullets square meal for health.
] low cover, a bridge table cover, a
one for you. A 2'4 Star-Lite.
Mrs. Vernard Mossman, • son
• • • •
campaign that the Extension Ser- I Camden. Dec. 14. at the Grange laundry bag. and a shoe bag. At Garold and Mrs. Andrew Ednic, better than the usual scores, and , cocoa was made by the leader and ing above this figure will be “Zaza,”
the total of the Skippers. 1403. was Edith Rawley. The assistant lead "Union Pacific," "Sweetheartss.”
vice is conducting this year.
j hall, with Mrs. Mildred Sheldon in the next meeting the sewing girls
“
The
Shining
Hour” brings to the
• • • •
| charge of the meeting Mrs Mary j wm WOrk on Christmas gifts that visited Thursday in Rockland.
well above the average. The games ' er, Marjorie Cook, donated a blue “The Northwest Passage," 'Idiots SCreen Joan Crawford. Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Young went now stand six to four in favor of the berry pie.
John Wilson. Jr., who recently Nash and Mrs- Nellie Greenlaw are can be made at home
Delight." "Rio," "Ounga Din. Sullivan. Robert Young Melvyn
bought the Nate Barrett farm in on the dinner committee.
|
* * * *
Thursday to South Portland.
Ganders, but the way the Skipmen
After dinner the cooking and[ -oone With the Wind," and "Top- Douglass, and Fay Bainter. What a
Hope, is getting the orchard in
Orff s Corner. Dec. 17. at the comCelia Wall, leader of the Abnakis
Mr. and Mrs Fred Swanson, Mr. are rounding into form and hitting housekeeping girls made attractive per Takes a Trip."
cast. Miss Crawford gives one of
shape by mulching and pruning. i munity hall. Meeting in charge of
club of Tenant's Harbor, dempcrhaps the biggest slice of money her best performances, but is
• • • •
' Mrs. E. Maude Greenlaw. Mrs Onstrated the correct way to set a and Mrs. S. W. Cummings left this the timbers it looks as if they were salads, while the sewing girls made
color wheels and sewed.
for production goes to color photo- rivalled for laurels with Miss Sulli
Nelsen Mcody of Appleton, plans | Fannie Weaver. Mrs. Flora Board-, tab,e to thc club members at their week for California making the trip due to even up very soon.
The Goose ls again banking on a
This done, the sewing girls had'graphy A color picture costs al- van. Here Is a picture entirely for
to set out 100 trees this next spring. man. and Mrs. Lida Creamer will! recent meeting. Following the dem- by automobile.
, onstration each girl set a complete
This will make about 500 trees—]| serve dinner at noon.
Mrs. Frank Cobon, was hostess scallop stew to pull his team out on a preliminary judging contest on most twice the amount of black and adults. The story of a night club
* * * *
j table cover. At the Dec. 3 meeting, Thursday
many of them bearing.
top next Monday night, and if that holders, after which the cooking white.
to the Non Eaters.
dancer who marries into a family
• • • •
A Gift From the Kitchen
the girls learned thc different
fails he will have to resort to des- and housekeeping girls had a real,
A
Christmas
tree
and
children's
famous for generations ar.d the
Many
women
have
already
made
1
parts
of
the
sewing
machine
and
During the months of December
perate measures indeed. The Goose , judging contest on table setting.
The average gala opening or fight the sister gives to prove the
and January. County Agent Went their Christmas gifts by putting up practiced stitching. Salads were program will be held Dec. 20 at
Tlie business of the day being world premiere as staged tn Holly- marriage wilfbc a failure. The hit
worth wiil hold meetings on “Land preserves and jellies in the summer made by the girls taking the cook- Union Church under direction of says that any Gander who can aver
I jpg and housekeeping program and Miss Edith Nickerson. All child age 80 on fish and potatoes ought to over the assistant leader led the wood costs approximately $35,000. of the picture is Frank Albert on
Use Planning." which will be taken months.
Drop cookies are always a nice‘were served at noon to those
up in all communities of the coun
ren wishing to take part in the pro do 50 percent better on scallop members in playing games, while!of this sum $8,500 is for flowers; as the trumpet player.
ties Committees have been ap gift and made with honey the mois- 1 present.
gram will meet at the church Dec. stew, and the Skippers say that's the leader fitted patterns for their $6,000 for spectators' stands and the
pointed consisting of the corn- ture is retained. Following is a ‘
what they've got to do in order to uniforms to them.
rest for police protection, programs.
munity committee and selectmen of 1 recipe tested by the Bureau of
The Winners 4-H club of Vinal 19 at 2 o’clock.
< SOUTH LIBERTY
stop the sea-going brethren.
The day ended with a 4-H Club and newspaper advertising And
the town Problems related to taxa- Home Economics: Drop Cookies: Haven are planning to have a
Schools will close Dec. 16 for the
meeting.
The ecore:
,
yet the theater charges $5 50 per
tion will be discussed at these Cream 'i cup butter; mix one Christmas tree and party at a meet Christmas recess.
Mr. and Mrs E A. Leighcr. Bern
meetings.
beaten egg with 44 cup honey and ing. Dec. 16. to be at the home of
Ganders
Celia Belle Wall
seat.
ard Leigher and Clifton Leigher
Vtrl Alley of Rockland is guest
• • ♦ •
two tablespoons milk To two cups
distant leader. Mrs. Marion
Goose Arey......
98 95 120—313
Hollywood uses 40 percent less were business callers Friday in Bel
With The Homes
sifted flour, two teaspoons baking Littlefield. Mrs Kenneth Ccok is of Mr and Mrs. Harvard Burgess. Littlefield ........
86 78 79—243
light In photographing of movie fast.
<
DEER
ISLE
Mrs. Hazel Conray of Rockland
The year's calendar of work was[P°wder- and ’4 teaspoon salt, add 1 cjub leader,
Grimes ........... ... 83 105 82—270
sets than was the case five years
made up at planning meetings held C'UP chopped nuts, % cup chopped
...»
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Her
Mrs. Linda Jewett and daughters
George Barbour is home from ago. Reason: Camera lens are
Shields ...........
93 88 92—273
in Owl s Head and East Union last'dates (or other dried fruit)
The Jefferson Cheerio girls' club man Holbrook,
Mildred and Ernestine and Mrs.
(4-cup chopped
candied [ reorganized at the home of their
80 76 87—243 yachting.
Sanborm .........
fester and so, too, Is the raw film.
week. The following officers and and
Schools taught by Edith Nicker
citron or pineapple. Then add1, new leader. Mrs. Margaret Bond
Mrs. Lillian Sylvester is confrned Blondes require 25 percent less light Laura Fuller called on Mrs. Inez
project leaders were elected:
Inez Leigher recently.
Owl’s Head: Chairman. Mrs the nuts and dry ingredients, The club agent, Lucinda Rich, and son and Gertrude Vinal will unite
440 442 460 1342 to the house with a severe cold.
than brunettes.
Gerald Margeson; secretary. Miss alternately with the liquid mixture
feader Mrs "Esther" Hal" for a last day program by the pu
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Whitaker
•
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Hardy are
Skippers
Man- Foster; clothing leader. Mrs . to the butter Drof>by small spoonwerTprese" OffiX e^t- pils Friday at 130
of Windsor visited Sunday with Mr.
occupying
the
Cora
Thompson
The
new
Hedy
Lamarr-Spencer
|
Skip
Arey
.............
90
101
90
—
281
Ella Maddocks and Mrs Nellie lute on a greased baking sheet and
{or the npw
were;
The Senior class will serve a pub
Tracy picture will be titled “I Take and Mrs. Forest Jewett.
.................... 75 97 75—247 house this winter.
Reed: foods leader. Mrs. Constance bake In a moderately hot oven Arlene Hallowell, vice president, lic supper Thursday in Union [Hall
i
(375
degrees
F.)
for
about
ten
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Belcher are
Mrs.
Rodney
Philbrook
has
been
This Woman”
Claudette Col
MaePhail and Mrs. Mary Brown;
Peterson ................ 101 85 79—265
Martha Bond; secretary'. Margaret Church vestry.
home management leader and li minutes.
in
New York where the latter has
bert's
next
film
"Midnight"
will
ill.
Dyer
.....................
103
108
91
—
302
Perry; treasurer, Frances Madden;
There was large at ten dan ce at,
brarian Mrs. Louise Arey.
have a real supporting cast in Don [ employment.
club reporter. June Hall; cheer
Drew ..................... 118 93 97—308
East Union: Mrs. Marjorie Torrey,
4-H Club Notes
leader, Barbara Swift; and color Union Church Circle Thursday ,
Ameche. John Barrymore and his 1 W R. Cole and Bernard Leigher
*€ MARTINSVILLE
chairman; Mrs. Winona Brown
The Jeffersonian Farmers 4-H bearer. Jeanette Trask. It was Housekeepers were: Mrs. W. Y. Fo"wife Elaine Barrie. Francis Lederer,1 were in Thorndike Monday on busi
487
484
432
1403
[
si ere tary: Mrs. Dorothy Childs, club of Jeffersonreorga nizedjit the votcd to have meetings every second set. Mrs. L. W. Lane. Mrs. George
The morning worship of the Bap and Mary Astor . . . After a short ness.
clothing leader; Mrs. Amelia Dor-1 home of Irving Bond. Officers and fourth Saturday of the month.
For a Christmas gi.t. why not tist Church on the Ridge will begin radio series William Powell returns
nan. foods leader; and Mrs. Lurai elected were: President, Cecil Hal- The next meeting will be Dec. 17. Bragdon and Mrs. Victor Shields.
Mrs. Ernest Lailer was a caller
The Knit-Wits, met Tuesday with , choosc a box of our stationery for at 10.30 Sunday. In according with to the movie- to finally make "Thc
Norwood. home management leader . | iowell;
vice-president.
William for which a Christmas party and
Thirty-seven were present in j Jones; secretary. Frank Flagg; trea- program is being planned.
Dorothy Cobb.
; men an(j women? with name and the observance of Universal Bible Return of the Thin Man" In whicn Thursday on Mrs. Inez Leigher.
Clifton Leigher passed last week
East Union and 16 in Owl's Head, surer. Irvin Bond; club reporter and
Mrs. Michal Williams and sou
on sbeets and envelopes or [ Sunday the pastor will speak on thc he will co-star with Myrna Loy . . .
The meetings began promptly color bearer. Daniel Hodgkins;
end with his parents.
State Enrollment Week for 4-H went Wednesday to New York. monogram on sheets and address on [ topic “Our Bible." The Bible School And he is fully recovered.
at 10 30.
[cheer leader Richard Swift; enter clubs
____ over Maine is this week— where Mr. Williams has employ
Mrs. Viola Belcher was recent
• • • •
envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1.50 a will meet at 11.30. The evening
• • • •
j ts inment committee. Donald Bow5 ^ jq
ment.
box. We have some very attractive j praise service will be in the Baptist Hollywood s newest correspondent guest of Mrs. Ernest Lailer.
Planning meetings to be helct vlth , man and Roland Lanone Chester |
_
Rev. Albert G. Henderson of
t0 seiect from al The Courier- j chapel at Port Clyde The church is Mar hall Eltinge. assigned by thc
the home demonstration agent next j Turnbull is leader of the JefferRobert Overlook and Arthur
NORTH HAVEN
week are:
ronian Farmers.
Games were
Farmington, former pastor of Union Qazet»e ogjce Three-day service prayer-service night ls Wednesday Encyclopedia to do a comprehensive Overlook were business visitors
Nobleboro, Dec. 8 at th* "'"'rch ' played after the business meeting
Church arrived Thursday and
history of motion pictures. Now Monday in Portland.
tf
at 7 o’clock.
Mrs. Ella Ames returned Friday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown guaranteed.—adv.
vestry
; and candy was served by the host,
Whitefield. Dee. 9, at the grange [ Irvin Bond,
from Massachusetts where she made
Mrs. Josephine MacDonald will
hall. Mrs. Elizabeth Dunton and [
» « • *
an extended visit with relatives.
entertain the Antique Club Monday.
Mrs. Maude Boyd are on the dinner [ "Soups and Beverages" was the
An all day session of the Unity
George Wright visited Thursday
committee.
subject of the demonstration conGuild
was held Tuesday and a
Rockiard. Dec. 10. at the Farm ducted by the club agent. Lucinda
in Rockland.
Bureau hall.
Rich, at a meeting Dec. 2, of the chicken dinner served. Much work
• • • •
Vinal Haven. Dec. 13. at the Gold Star Workers 4-H Club of South was accomplished. The pastor.
Church Notes
church vestry, with Mrs. Cora Thomaston. Mrs. Ruby Makinen is Rev. H. F. Huse gave a brief talk
The Women's Foreign Missionary
Peterson in charge of the dinner, leader of the club. Plans were made and thanked the Guild for all their
Society met Tuesday with Mrs.
North Edgecomb. Dec. 14. at the for an attendance contest which
kindness during his recent stay in
school house. Mrs. Parker Boudin will last during the entire club year.
Kenneth Cook at the parsonage.
the hospita 1. A Christmas sale was Devotions and the class study were
held by the Unity Guild Thursday led by Mrs. F. L. Roberts. The new
afternoon at the K. P. hall.
mite boxes which are representa
ADVERTISEMENT
Mrs. Coombs of Vinal Haven is
tions of the small earthen lamp of
spending the winter with her daugh
India were distributed by -Mrs. Cook
ter, Mrs. Lewis York.
lr. an Impressive candlelight service.
Philip Brown ls on a hunting trip.
The dramatic cantata 'Good Will
P. W. A. PROJECT NO. MAINE 1138-F
"True Riches of Life” will be the
To Men,” which the choir will pre
TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN, MAINE.
subject of the pastor's sermon Sun
sent In Union Church Christmas
day morning. Worship at 11 o'clock
Separate sealed bids for General Construction of Library
night is now in rehearsal. This
Sunday school at 10. At 7 o'clock
Building for Town of North Haven, Maine, will be received by
cantata is beautiful and impressive
Chairman of Selectmen at the office of the Selectmen until 4.30
will be the young people's hour.
and its message will long be re
o'eloek P. M„ Eastern Standard Time, Tuesday. December 20,
membered by all who see It.
1938. and then at said office, publicly opened and read aloud.
The Information for Bidders, Form of Bid. Form of Contrarf.
SO. THOMASTON
The boys of the Christian En
Plans. Specifications, and Forms of Bid Bond and Performance
deavor will meet at the parsonage
Bond may be examined at said office and at the office of II.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Benner have Saturday to accompany Rev. Ken
Daland Chandler, Architect. 75 Newbury Street. Boston. Mass
named their new daughter Alfreda
neth Cook on a hike to obtain a
achusetts, and copies thereof obtained from either office upon
Louise.
payment of $12.00 for each set. Any bidder, upon returning such
large Christmas tree which is to
The "Jarlamer” Bridge Club has be set up outside the church dur
set promptly and in good condition, will be refunded his payment,
and any non-bidder upon so returning such set will be refunded
resumed meetings the first of which ing the Christmas season.
$6.00. •
was held at Mrs. Myrtle Makinen's. Service Sunday will -be at 11 a. m.
The Town of North Haven, Maine, reserves the right to waive
Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell entertained Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor will
any informalities in or to reject any or all bids.
the
Club Friday. No prizes are preach on "The Book of Books' in
Each bidder must deposit with his bid security in an amount
given this season but an award will observance of Bible Sunday, Doro
of not less than five per centum (5%) of the base bid in the form
and subject to the conditions provided in thc Information for
be given for highest score at the end thy Cobb, soloist, will sing “In the
Bidders.
of the series.
Garden of Old Gesemane". The
Attention of bidders is particularly called to the require
Mrs. Eva Sleeper has closed her vested choir will sing the anthein
ments as to conditions of employment to be observed and mini
j home here and has rooms on Sum- “I will lift mine eyes unto the
mum wage rates to be paid under the contract.
The estimated cost of the work to be performed under this
j mer street, Rockland for the winter. hills." organist. Leola Smith.
contract is $17,400.06.
I Miss Dorothy Ripley returned to The evening service of worship
No bidder may withdraw his bid within 30 days after thr
Montpelier. Vt. Wednesday after a an(j praise will begin at 7 jp. m.
aitual date of the opening thereof.
short visit with her parents Mr. and Thp pastor wl], sppak on ll)p sub.
JOHN B. CROCKETT,
Mrs. Fred Ripley.
Chairman of Selectmen,
ject, “Where Ls the Room." The
North Haven, Maine.
Mrs. Georgia Snow has clased her choir will sing the anthem “Into
AMERICA’S newest low-priced car is the new Olds Sixty—
Date, November 30, 1938.
home here for the winter. Her ad the Light," Harry Coombs will he
144-149
priced right down in the low-price field. And what a
dress is 6 Union street, Rockland.
thc evening soloist; organist Louise
whale
of a car this is for the money! The new Sixty is every
Burgess. Men's Bible class will meet
For a Christmas gift, why not at 10; Junior Epworth League at
inch an Oldsmobile, with all of the styling, performance
FLORIDA
choose a box of our Stationery for 4; Christian Endeavor at 6 with
and quality that the Oldsmobile name implies. And, like the
men and women? With name and Harold Haskell as leader.
address on sheets and envelopes or
stunning new Olds Seventy and Eighty, it gives you QuadriThe renovating and painting cf
monogram on sheets and address on the vestry is well underway. Ail
Coil Springing, 4-Way Stabilization and Knee-Action
envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1.50 a interested men who can give labor
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
Wheels—in short, the sensational new Rhythmic Ride! Come
box. We have some very attractive
are asked to help in the good work1.
An enjoyable view? from our spacious ground-floor porches,
boxes to select from at The Courierin,
compare cars and check prices. We’d like the chance
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
The Sunday School officers and
Gazette office. Three-day service teachers will meet Monday at 6 30
to prove that—for value—“This Year It’s Oldsmobile!"
guaranteed.—adv.
tf
In the parlor.
—Valuk I
June
to
Booklet
October
on
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal
Vinal Haven & Rockland Haven office from the arrival of
Hotel
Application
the boat Monday afternoon. Dec. 12
Masclyn
Steamboat Company
Corner Second Street
until its departure Wednesday
ROCKLAND
Stamford
and First Avenue
II. II. Mase
rfiorning.—adv.
Del. Co.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Manager
Moderate Rates
N. Y.
Read Up
Read Down
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
newest low priced car
WE BUY
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
AND SILVER
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
WINTER STREET
Clarence
E. Daniels
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
JEWELER
ROCKLAND, MAINE
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
122-tf
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Every-Other-Day

dads was enjoyed so much that it
Thomaston
auspices of the Ladies Aid and the
F Pts.
Is hoped they will meet again at
o.
president, Linthel Lane, was assistln this column not
0
2 toAdvertisements
the "Y" very soon.
- Anderson, lf ........ 1
e d by Mrs. Gertrude Havener. Mrs.
exceed three lines Inserted ones fox
0
★★★■a
0 25 cents, three times for SO cents. Ad
A concert with William Harms, Stone, rf .... ........ 0
Lou Richards, and Mrs. Cora Mor
ditional lines live cents each for one
UNFURNISHED apt. to let on Talbot
6 time 10 cents for three times. Six
0
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
GILBERT HARMON
pianist, of Rockport and Philadel-' C. Delano, c.......... 3
rill. food committee; Mrs. Maud
Ave., heated. 2 bed rooms, large living
2 smell words to a line.
Correspondent
0
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
Davis and Mrs.* Annie Spear, fancy
phia will be presented at the ConDelano, c ........
........ 11
room. kLtchenette. and bath. Excellent
closet space. Hardwood floors through
4
0
8
Correspondent
articles; Mrs Lillian Keller and Mrs
gregational Church in Rockland.
out. Newly renovated Apply to C. P.
2
2
C f
| SNOW. 130 Union St . Tel. 158
142-tf
Tel. 190
Louise Holbrook, candy: Mrs. N. P.
Monday at 8.15 o'clock, for the
TeL 2229
Telephone 713
_
FIVE-room apartment to let. toilet,
Atwood, grabs. Waitresses were
benefit of Knox Hospital. There
cellar; central section of city; $12
2
24
........ 11
Mrs. Ella Eaton ls confined to her Miss Ruth Miller, Mrs* Beatrice
At the Baptist Church. Rev. W. are several Camden sponsors and
n,ont1' -rE1' 4flS-w'9** m 104
The Federated Circle will hold the
Richards.
Miss
Helena
Upham.
Miss
Camden
tickets
are
available
at
the
Village
CLEMENTS Chicks give exceptionally
F. Brown minister, a service with
last meeting of the year Tuesday at home by illness. She Is being cared
MODERN apurtment ot live rooms.
Eva Porter and Mrs Clayton Smith.
G
Unusual „„
Reds and
n PLs. profitable results
ali new material will be introduced Shop.
2 o clock at the home of Mrs. E. R for by Mrs. Myrtle Ross of Lincoln
-_ __ —
Clenr-Cross Pullets.
Our. four farm ! Furnished If desired. Every convenience
12 co-operative"
0
rf
6
Funeral
services
for
Edwin
T.
Mrs.
Florence
Q
Pitcher
has
reInsures
better
quality
for
'
Reared.
A real home for the winter,
ville.
at the morning service Sunday at
Biggers. Election of officers will
12 less money. Catalog free. Write [Flre Place. Gurage and Janitor service.
Heal, rf
.......... 6
0
Simmons
were
held
Wednesday
at
Mrs.
Hattie
Kenney,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
11
o'clock.
The
double
quartet
will
■■*»««»
her
duties
as
district
nurse
CLEMENTS
BROTHERS
FARMS.
R
33.
I
Squire
THE
MEN'S SHOP. Rockland.
take place at this meeting.
145 tf
0
144-52
Winterport. Me.
Kenneth Wentworth. Francis Went the Methodist Church with Rev. N. sing under the direction of Dr. Ray- alter an enforced vacation of four Treneer. lf ............ 0
Miss Thelma Heide of New Jersey
Richards, lf ........ 1
1
BARBER shop to let completely fur
worth and Richard Moody of Cam F. Atwood officiating. The Camden mond Tibbetts. Sermon by Rev. months.
nished. running 8 years V. F. STUDis spending the winter with her uncle
0
LEY. 283 Main St.. Tel 1154.
145-tf
den motored to Port Clyde to attend Lodge K. P , of which he was for Mr Brown, subject. "Seeking a
Probate Notices
Mrs. Floyd Maynard entertained Gorham, c ............ 3
and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swan(I
a party at the home of Mr. and many year.- an active member, at- Searching God.'' Vespers at 7 with f her bridge club Wednesday night, Clark, c ................ 0
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
holm.
ments, 3 and 4 rooms, upstairs und
STATE OF MAINE
0
Mrs. Ernest Wentworth, honoring tended in a body. A mixed quartet the young people's vested choir. There were three tables. Mrs. Harry Deschane, rg ......... 0
"Cause We Like It" 4-H Club met
To all persons Interested ln either down. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. city
o
the birthday anniversary of their Mrs. Ella Mills, soprano. Mrs. Amy Brief sermon on, "Stepping Out.” Tounge. Jr. winning high score and Fogg, lg .............. 2
143-tf
of the estates hereinafter named:
Wednesday night at the home of the
At a Probate Court held at Rocklund.
Payson, rg ............ 1
0
daughter. Miss Florence Wentworth. Miller alto. Roland Richards tenor Church school at 9.45
FURNISHED
apt.
to
let.
heated.
In
Pastor's
Mrs.
Willis
Monroe,
consolation.
In and for the County of Knox, on the quiry 25 Lindsey St . TEL 693. 142-tf
assistant leader Mrs. Robert MacLord, lg ................ 3
0
15th day of November ln the year of
Miss Hazel Lane Ls at home from and Maurice Miller bass, sang two Bible class at 10 Mid-week deThe
girls'
division
of
the
BrownFarland. Muss Lucinda Rich, county
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
HEATED, furnished apartment to let,
0
0
Lawrence, Mass., for a vacation of Mr. Simmons' favorite hymns. votional fellowship Thursday nigl-t ie;, will meet Monday with Mrs. Fitzgerald,' rg
und thirty-eight and by adjournment two lurge front rooms and bath; lights
club agent, gave an interesting talk
from
day
to
daftfrom
the
15th
day
uf
Safe
In
the
Arms
of
Jesus''
and
and
use of telephone. $6 week FOSS
which she is spending with her par
at 7.30.
Wysong. Besides rehearsing for the
November. The following matters HOUSE 77 Park St . Tel 330
on various club activities. Members
142-tf
45 said
Totals .............. 22
1
"The Old Rugged Cross." The beau
having
been
presented
for
the
action
ents. Capt and Mrs. George Lane
"God Ls the Preserver of Man plays and usual classes, plans will
have been hard at work on a onethereupon
hereinafter
Indicated
It
Is
FOUR
furnished
and
unfurnished
Referee.
Bartlett.
Mr and Mrs. George Hyler. who tiful floral tributes bore silent testi- is the subject of the Lesson-Sermon be made for the Christmas party
hereby ORDEREDapts. to let. with and without bath 12
act play to be the main part of a
140-tf
wW
gunday
al,
That notice thereof be given to all KNOX ST . Tel. 156-W.
have been confined to their home by mony of the high esteem in which
program to be presented Dec. 21 at
persons Interested, by causing a copy
Civilized people are those who of
FURNISHED apartment to Jet. 57
illness, are showing satisfactory im the deceased was held by both old Churches of Christ. Scientist.
this
order
Ito
be
published
three
Mrs. Winona Talbot is spending
the Baptist vestry. At the next
lJ7-tf
invent machines to do their work weeks successively ln The Courler-Oa CRESCENT ST.
i and young in the community. In
provement.
meeting. Dec. 14. Gertrude Hanley
Harold Wilbur has recently un- .a few days in Appleton with her and then do other work, and call zette a newspaper published at Rock SMALL furnished house to let at
Mrs. Augusta O Shibles is quie'-' terment was in Amesbury Hill ceme ,
,
,,
land ln said County, that th»y may ap Spruce Head near salt water; new
will be hostess. Hester Foster and ly cb. erving her 89th birthdav today ; tery Members
,, ,
, _
i.
,
dergone
lor appendi- parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ames, it exercise.
pear at a Probate Court to be held at garage. Ideal for year-around home;
of. the
Pythian
Lodge
ucrguue an
an operation
opm.uut.sw
,
said
Rockland on the 20th day of De rent reasonable CALL 793-W
Evangeline McLean are the refresh ...
100-tf
a
a n
ipro hc
.rprs
meeting of local insur A wLse old owl lived in an oak. cember
A. D. 1938 at nine o'clock ln
bearers.
at her home on Camden
road.
Cards i were
bearers
i citis at the Bos!on City Hospital. i a joint
*
ment committee, and the game com
the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
FURNISHED room to let. MRS. A.
Parker
Morse
Hooper
has
re-1
ence
agents
and
representatives
of
i
The
more
he
heard,
the
less
he
and gifts have been arriving from
they see cause.
Funeral services for Ada. widow of
C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave., TeL 576.
mittee consists of Donald Reilly and
turned to Fall River after spending the New England Fire Insurance
spoke;
MARY SOPHIA SMART, late of Cam134 tf
friends
and
relatives
for
the
past
two
William
A.
Libby,
were
held
Thurs

Winfred Williams.
less
he
snnltr
the
more
he
i
dfn
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
a few days in town.
Rating Co., was held Thursday in The
The less he spoke, tne more he plobale thereof, asking that the same FOUR-room apartment to let. heated,
days
and
she
is
youthfully
enthusij
day
at
the
home
with
Rev.
J.
W.
Mrs. Blanchard T Orne returned
Tlie Monday Club will meet Dec Rockland. Agents from all the lomay be proved and allowed and that hot water furnished at 15 Summer St.
heard;
astic over the event. Mrs. Shibles! Hyssong of the Baptist Church
144 tf
Letters Testamentary Issue to Edwin Call MRS FROST, 318 W
Thursday from Waterville, where for
12 with Mrs. Clarence McIntire.
cal insurance offices attended. Rates No wwasn't he a wise old bird?
G Merrill of Bedford. New York, he
is
active
for
her
years,
retaining
officiating.
There
was
a
large
at

FOUR
room
apartment
to
let,
all
two weeks she has been visiting Prof,
being the Executor named in said Will, modern.
Mrs. Ada Dyer librarian is spend- in Knox County was the subject
Apply at CAMDEN and
all her faculties and able to be about tendance of relatives and sympa
without bond.
\
and Mrs. Arthur G. Eustis.
ROCKLAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634
ing
a
month's
vacation
in
Boston
of
discussion.
JEREMIAH N. FARNHAM, late of
144-tf
Legal Notices
The Baptist Circle will meet Wed the house each day. Her memory Ls thizing friends. The profusion of Miss Hazel Chandler, assistant liRockland, deceased. Will and Petition
The feature at the Comiqu?
unusually
keen,
describing
in
flowers
of
unusual
beauty
was
a
for
Probate thereof, asking that the
nesday at the vestry. Business meet
trarian. will be in charge during Theater for Sunday and Monday
same may be proved and allowed and
STATE OF MAINE
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
ing at 5 will be followed by supper minutest detail events of more than manifestation of the deep love telt Ler absence.
will be Shirley Temple in "Just
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Maggie B Farnham of Rockland, she
75
years
ago
She
will
be
glad
to
by
all
with
whom
the
deceased
ha1
and entertainment. Housekeepers
NOTICE
being the Executrix named In said
The meeting of the Farm Bureau Around the Comer "
are Mrs Edward .'♦wcombe. Mrs . receive her friends on this occasion been associated in her active home which was scheduled for Dec. 2.
Hearing will be held at the City Hall Will, without bond.
Miss
Nettie
Wooster
leaves
soon
EDWIN V. SHEA, late of South Thom- k-*—
of
her
anniversary
Site
was
made
In
the
C1W
of
Rockland,
on
Monday,
and social life. Interment was in
Theodore Rowell Miss Lillian Thurs
X* ’her' for West Palm Beach. Fla. where the twelfth day of December. A. D aston. deceased Will and Petition tor GUNS wmted: shot guns and rifles
ton and Miss Gwendolyn Barlc J very happy by the news which came Amesbury Hill cemetery. The bear-jhas been chan«ed t0
1938, at seven thirty o'clock In the aft Probate thereof, asking that the same bought for cash. R E NUTT SHOE
an all day meeting will be held a: f,he will spend the winter,
ernoon. by the municipal officers for may be proved and allowed and 4 hat STORE.
436 Main St . Rockland.
Mrs. Grace Strout Ls in charge of of the improving condition of her ers were Capt George Lane. Charles the Orange hall. Mrs Nellie Greenthe approving of the application of Letters Testamentary Issue to The
a
large
and
appreciative
audience
/
14
' sister. Mrs. H D Heath who reeen’- S. Gardner. George Crockett and
the New Thorndike Hotel, for a license First National Bank of Rockland, it
the entertainment and there is to
law will be in charge of the meet- attended the recital of piano and to sell spirituous and vinous liquors being the Executor named In said Will, FIFTY cord of dry hard cord wood
I Iy underwent a surgical operation at Guv Annis.
without
bond.
at
No
385
Main
Street,
Rockland.
be a Christmas tree, value of any
wanted Tel. Thomaston 62. J B PAUL
JAMBS H. SIMONTON late of Rock SEN_____________ ._____________ 146-148
Mr ana Mrs Ralph W Buzzell re ing, the subject "Christmas Sug- vocal pupils of Ruth Thomas Colle- Maine
gift not to exceed ten cents. Busi i tlie Boston Hospital.
All persons may appear to show port. deceased. Will and Petition for
gestlons."
Dinner
will
be
served
mer
Friday
night
at
the
EpLscopal
cause. If any they may have, why such Probate thereof, asking
ng that the same
LOGGING contractors wanted who
ness for the afternoon includes the I The December meeting of the Gar- turned Thursday night from Port at noon.
Parish House.
application should not he approved by may be proved and allowed and that ,rt lnterested to operate blown down
I den Club will be omitted as the mem- land where they were called by the
timber
in New Hampshire from stump
knotting of a quilt.
the
.municipal
officers
Letters Testamentary Issue to Adelaide
The Methodist Church. Rev. WesDr Harry Tounge Jr., who is ill
Dated at said Rocklund. this 2nd R F Prince of Camden, she being the ta delivery point Units of one million
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford Congdon | bers ure now busily engaged with death ot her father John T. Vose. ton P Holman, minister will have at his home will go to Boston the day
of December. A. D 1938
Executrix named In said Will, without feet, more or less, may be arranged for
I the Christmas welfare work, with
by grouping lob. of different owners
Attest:
Frank Rider returned Thursday
bond
and Mrs Lee W. Walker spent Fri
worship at 10.30. sermon by the first of the week for treatment,
E R KEENE
one locality. To establish contacts
.
Mrs.
Mildred
Holme.chairman
of
MICHAEL HOCKING, late ol St. la
from a successful hunting trip.
day in Portland.
City
Clerk
write STATE TIMBER SALVAGE AD
pastor, subject. "ChrLst and th-A B Stevenson, Jr., returned
George, deceased
Will and Petition VISORY AGENCY Room 16. Boston
.
the
committee.
148-lt
Mrs. Hans O. Het-tad of Rockpor
for Probate thereof, asking that tlieand
___ ___
bring.ng home a deer.
Lost," music under the direction of home yesterday from Community
Maine Railroad Station. Concord.
The Christinas sale and supper
same may be proved and allowed and New Hampshire’
146-148
was all-day guest Tuesday of Mr.
The Baptist Church services A P Sherman. Bible classes and' Hospital.
STATE OF MAINE
that
Letters
Testamentary
Issue
,to
Alj
-----------------held at the Methodist vestry Wed
fred C. Hocking of St. George, he being
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven
CITY OP ROCKLAND
and Mrs. Carl Swanholm.
Sunday will begin with morning church school at 11.45. Mrs. Stella
An open meeting of the Board of j
the Executor named In said
Will. 105 Limerock St . RocklandMe Tel’
nesday was successful. The booths
NOTICE
Mrs. Enoch Clark was hostess to
without bond.
1293 EVA AMES________________ 146*148
Hearing will be held at the City Hall
displayed many attractive articles worship at 11 o'clock with the pas- MacRae, superintendent, classes for Trade will be held Wednesday at
WILLIAM M SMALL, late ol Rock-1 YOUNG girl vire,
oc
the Thursday Club this week. Mrs.
In the City of Rockland, on Monday,
ter.
Rev.
J
W
Hyssong
using
as
all
ages.
Happy
Hour
service
at
7
>
the
Y
M
C
A,
at
7.30
A
large
gathand were well patronized and the
for elders prefered. Write VIENNA OJALA
the twelfth day of December. A. D *Jnd- debased. *!!!
Vernon Achorn was awarded first
Ptobate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
st.
Oeorge
Box
74
usual
sermon
subject
“
The
Faith
of
o'clock,
praise
service
with
talk
by
ering
is
expected.
1938. at seven-thirty o'clock In the
be proved and allowed and that 1,
48
prize. Mrs. Ronald LaChance sec- | tables were well filled for the sup Moses;" church school at 12 noon; the pastor, subject, “If We Have 1
afternoon, by the municipal officers may
....
Letters
Testamentary
Issue
to
Rose
per
The affair was under the
for the approving of malt liquor ap Small of Rockland, she being the Ex
ond. and Mrs Forrest Stone third.
Young Peoples Society Christian No Love." vocal duet. Mrs. Payson
A New Industry
plications for the following persons:
ecutrix named In said Will, without M*-»-***********lt
Walter L Kaler. 311 Main Street
The club next meets Jan. 5 at the
Endeavor at 6. with Miss Hazel Lane and Mrs. Dyer. Mid-week devo- Q. h Ross of Lynn. Mass., has
bond.
Arthur S Smalley. 239 Main Street.
*
THOMASTON
BOWLING
HERBERT H PLUMER, late of Union,
home of Mrs. Charles Smith.
Mikael Rlstatno, 226 Main Street.
leader; 7 p. m.. evening service of t;onal service in the vestry Thurs- opened a crab meat factory in the
deceased Will and Petition for Pro *
Leon
A.
Halstead.
12
Myrtle
Street.
Friendly Club met Thursday night i
praise and prayer, with sermon in oay night at 7, subject "Are We Raynes boat building shop next to
All persons may appear to show bate thereof, asking that the same may a«
Team Standing
proved and allowed and that Let
at the home of Mrs. Elmer R Big
the Yacht Club on Bay View street. [ ^'iiqu“awiilauo*ns?houid^01“^ be
REGISTERED Shorthorn cow and
PF. Ave W . L. PC line with Universal Bible Sunday, Witnesses?"
ters of Administration with the will
gers. The evening was spent social- I Cub
annexed
be issued to Osmon B Plumer registered Shorthorn bull. 1-yr old for
-ubject
"Th?
Old
Bock
and
the
New
approved
About 30 members of the “Y Mr. Ross operates the North Shore
Cub.- ..... 16347 93 4 25 17 595
sale;
also horse. M B HOBBS. Hope
of
Gorham,
or
some
other
suitable
per

Dated at -Rockland, this 2nd day of
ly. refreshments being served.
______________________________ 146-143
son. without bond.
Tigers football team and their crab Meat Co. in Lynn and is well December. A D. 1938
1 Pirates .. 18752 93 8 27 21 563 Age.'*
Edward T. Dornan. Oscar Crie. El Giants
HATTIE P PIPER, late of Rockport,
Attest:
FIVE Jersey, and five Guernsey heif
17794 913 24 24 5(M ' William H Shea of Bath was in fathers gathered around the ban- acquainted with the business,
E R KEENE
deceased Will and Petition lor Pro er for sale. ELBERT L. STARRETT.
mer Ingalls and Orvel F. Williams 'Reds ..... 15467 91 0
City
Clerk
bate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
Tel
Warren. 15-5
148 150
quet
tables
at
the
Y.M.CA.
ThursHe
expects
to
employ
about
15
14 28 33" town Thur. Jay to attend funeral
148-lt be proved and allowed and that la-twent Wednesday to East Machias
LAYING pullets lor sale See PER
day night. Floyd Maynard, local men and women in the preparation
High individual total. Robbins 523 ■ rvices for Mrs Ada Libby.
ters of Administration with the will LEY
MERRIFIELD West Rockport
to spend a lew days deer hunting.
annexed be Issued to Fred E R Piper
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FIRST
High team total. CuU8 2412.
At the Methodist Church the “Y" secretary acted as toastmaster, of fresh crab meat for tlie Boston
of West Hartford, Conn . or some other __ ____________________________ 148-150
The meeting of the Parent-Teach 1 High individual s ingle . Pa quin 128 ,
Group singing was enjoyed under market. All crabs are supplied lo . NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
suitable person, without bond
HEYWOOD-Wakefield babjl carriage
t
__ . ,,
_
.
.
Notice Is hereby given that the aner Association Tliursday night was
FRANCES F BURPEE, late for hale ITT. 19-W Rockland. 148-150
High team single. Cubs 530
10 o'clock The Christmas tree and the direction of Dr. Harold Jame cally and Mr. Ross is ready to ! nual meeting of the stockholders of ofESTATE
Rockland, deceased
Petition for
MAN S fur coat »2O; good condition.
unfortunately not well attended.
High match total Giants-Pirate program of the church school ha- son and then each member was handle between 20.000 and 30000 a The First, National Bank et R^>»“d Administration, asking that Ada C. light weight and very warm Size 40
Burpee
of
Rockland,
or
some
other
TEL
436-M. city.
147-tf
An excellent program was presented 4720.
| been set for Dec. 23. At the 11 asked to stand while Mr Maynard week Mr Ross is pleased with the Tuesday. January 10. 1939. at to o'clock suitable person be appointed Admr , —-----——----------- ----- — ----------•’
by Archer L. Grover. Deputy Com
without bond.
NEW. milch cow and calf for sale.
gave
a
brief
report
of
that
one's
prospects
of
his
new
plant
1
a
m
'
to
cons,<ler
and
vot,
‘
“
P
0
"
the
!
o'clock
church
service
the
pastor
fndividual Averages
following proposals:
ixiTi-rr limn i mranres
I “ ex<'h<»nK<‘ for small heifer. A. J.
missioner of Inland Fisheries and Robbins ................ 35 3509 100.3 will speak on the theme "Hath God activities on the team during the,
• • • •
To elect a hoard of directors for w, “»TATE MABEL 1. BURGESS, late of WALTZ Waldoboro. Tel. 18 22 147*149
North Haven, deceased
Petition lor------------------------------------------ .
the
ensuing
year
and
to
consider
matGame, who used colored films of Davis
Basketball Game
Administration, asking that Zenas C.
DBY har'* woo<* for sale, cord, sawed.
................. 35 3402 97.2 Spoken?" a theme in harmony with) past season. Football awards were:
,?'* ALLEN COG AN.
Maine in his talk. Because of the Smalley .... .......... 40 3859 96.5 Internationa: Bible Sunday which is ’ presented each member of the team The Camden Y M C A, basketball ‘'2' To* adoptn\n‘Xpletely revlMd
Admr
.
I
Warren.
TeL 40-11
147*150-tf
fotm of articles of association for the suitable person be appointed
small attendance all committee re Yeung
without
bond
NU-WAY automatic ollburner for fur
................. 40 3825 95.6 being observed on this date. The bJ Mr Maynard The fine banquet j team won an exciting and fast game t bank In which there win be no referESTATE ALONZO COOK, late of nace for .sale; price reasonable STE
ports and important business was Biack
30 2849 95 0 anthem of the chcir will be "He Fills v as furnished and served by the over the Thomaston Local team at mrm'of° anicIeTof ’Isolation, among Friendship, deceased Petition for Ad PHEN F COMERY, RF D 1. Thomasdeferred.
changes, will provide for not less j ministration asking that Stuart c ton, Tel 191-s
____________ 147-149
Paquin
................. 35 3311 94.fi My Soul With Singing." by Wilson mothers with a special contribution ' Camden FridayJ night. The final ether
than riva
five nor n-nro
more than
than twen,tv-flve
twenty-fiveI JBureess
Burgess ofof Rockland
Rockland, nr
or inrnp
some ooliar
he. FANCY pullets IR—I—Reds 1 for “sale"
The Woman's Auxiliary of St. Hasting ,
............... 35 3303 94 4 At the evening services, the Epworth of icecream by one of the members score was Camden 45, Thomaston 1 directors, two-thirds vote of the stock j suitable person be appointed Admr, $1 50 each Tel. Washington 8000 WIL^
! of the association for amendments of with bond
Johns Church is holding its annual Grover
LARD WARE
147-149
............... 35
3278 93.7 League will be led by Clayton Smith. of the team. "Buck" Hastings. Jr. 24.
the articles of association and ten days'
ESTATE LIVINGSTON A
GRAY.
This
gathering
of
the
boys
and
their)
The
lineup
was:
nctlce for special meetings of the late of Rockport, deceased
Dana
Petition
................. 35 3277 93 6 The service following at 7 will be m
f
o,
r
?
ale
' four
I shareholders.
lor Administration, asking that Ailda i
do*“- three up. Flush, cemenFelt ........................ 40 3736 93 4 evening with Bible hymns. The
I 3 To transact such other business M Merrifield of Rockport, or some I ,'edw ’’iA uaaLga‘.‘! ,,T?*•
tue evening.
! Incidental to the foregoing proposals other suitable person be appointed
W BENNEB 995-J. 88 North Main
Grafton
40 3731 93.3 hymn "Mother's Bible" will be sung
a may properly come before such Admx . with bond
_____________________________ 146-146
Mrs. Warren Knights was hostess Strout .... ................ 17 1571 92 4 by Ernest Crockett. A solo ‘Til
I meeting
ESTATE LOTTIE H BEVERAGE, late STOVES of ull kinds lor sale. »5 to
Per order.
Thursday night to her Sewing Club Elliot
of North Haven, deceased
Petition
C. E GROTTON. 138 Camden St..
................. 35 3212 918 carry Mother's Bible" will be sung I
JOSEPH EMERY
1091-WK
_______________________________
146-«f
for
Administration, asking that Harold TEL.
Cashier
Lynch
................. 40 3635 90.9 with auto-harp accompaniment. |
H
Beverage
of
Riverhead.
New
York,
3
PIECE
leather parlor set. U2; 3
Rockland. Maine. Dec 10. 1938
or
some
other
suitable
person
be
ap

elec lamps. 82 S350: 4 qt. Ice cream
148 S-3
................. 40 3606 902 Other special music is planned.
Stetson
pointed Admr. without bond.
freezer. 81.75: rocker, chairs. 75c; 1932
-MEN WITH WINGS’
Mrs. Philip Greenleaf. Mrs. Edgar Newbert ................. 30 2665 88 8
---------------—
ESTATE
ORREN
P
HUPPER,
late
ol
Chrysler
sedan (transmission broken I.
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THF.
Libby. Mrs. Irving Condon. Mrs. Stevens
St George, deceased Petition for Dis 420; elec trains. »2; 2 Incubators. 82 50................. 35 3097 83 5
Hope is a vigorous principle; it is
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
tribution. presented by Roscoe H Hup 85. TEL Camden 8816
146*148
Pierpont ................. 35 3068 87.7 furnished with light and heat to adNotice Is hereby given that the an per of New York. N. Y . Exr
GOOD value In small gas range and
nual meeting of the stockholders of
ESTATE HERMAN RAWLEY. late of heater, both 85 W H. GLOVER CO
Chaples ................. 30 2605 8S8 vise and execute; it sets the head
The Thomaston National Bank will be St George, deceased.
Petition for
146-148
hostess, and the club was invited to Woodcock ............. 30 2416 80.5! and heart to wowrk, and animates
held at their banking rooms on Tues Perpetual Care of Burial Lot. presen;—rt-------day.
January
10th.
1939.
at
10
00
o'clock
<ed
by
Eva
Wellman
of
Rockland I
\L a*ld ,Iiorge electric remeet next week with Mrs. Greenleaf .
i iTlSerators. 5 and 10-year guarantee.
Matches this week—For first time a man to do his utmost. And thus.
A M. for the purpose of fixing the Admx
ESTATE FRED W BFUSEV la..
J"6
OnlY »
daV*
number and electing a board of direc
since the start of the League one by perpetually pushing and assurfretj w BESSEY, late of left before Christmas
10% discount
tors for the ensuing year and of tran
In The Churche;
Union,
deceased
Flr
®t
and
final
acon
all
electrical
merchandise
Free
sacting any other business that may count presented for allowance by Jose- demonstrations In your home HAROLD
team took all match points when ance, it puts a difficulty out of
St. John's Church: 9 30
legally come before them.
phlne
E.
Bessey,
Admx
E
COOMBS.
64
Masonic
St..
Tel
768-R
countenance, and makes a seeming ;
Per Order
Holy Eucharist; 5 p. m. Evensong at Giants beat Reds 6 to 0
ESTATE WILLIAM H. CONDON, late Rockland
143 tf
DANA
H
Collier.
rectory chapel, the speaker Rev. Eric I Cubs took the lead from the Pi- impossibility give way.
Cashier of Friendship, deceased First account ~ DRY~hard wood ner inn. rit.^ a. ax
C
P
rSn
f
°
r
Admx
WanCP
bV
MargUPr,t
8*
t5.
’
iX.7l.05°°V
b
!
C O.’
Thomaston. Maine.
-----------------Robinson of Newcastle. All are in rates by beating them Thursday \
u vonaon, Aamx.
PERRY. Tel. 487.
144-tf
December 10th. 1938
night
by
a
4
to
2
;
core.
If
all
the
people
in
the
United
148-S-154
ESTATE MABEL CABOT SEDGWICK 1
---- Z----- 7-----7--------- S?
vited to attend, and evening service
late of Boston. Mass., deceased. First
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy PoPirates and Giant, have one more States assembled at one spot and
will be followed by a social.
and final account presented for allow I
c?aL dry fitted hard
by Ellery Sedgwick, Exr
and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN, Thommatch to play ip the first half, -shouted their loudest, they could
I Notices of Appointment ance
St. Bernard's Catholic Church in
ESTATE WILBUR N. (A.) KELLEY. “’-V'1' '
144~tf
and
the
Cubs
and
Redhave
two,
only
register
about
150
on
a
decibel
Rockland: Mass at 8 a. in. and 10.45 ,
la-e of Rockland, deceased First and -----------matches io play
: meter—representing 600 fatts.
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro final account presented for allowance
a. m .
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♦EGGS AND CHICKS’

♦
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FOR SALE
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STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

Baptist Church: Bible school at
9 45, morning worship at 11. the sub- ,
ject of the sermon "Christianity In
Bad Weather." Christian Endeavor
at C p. m. The subject of the eve
ning service at 7 is "Limitations of
God." Music for the morning serv
ice includes the anthem "Into The
Woods My Master Went” George B.
Nevin, and a baritone solo "Some
thing For Thee." by Ruymond K
Greene.
Federated Church: Sunday school
at 9.45; morning worship at 11, the
subject "The Word Made Flesh"
The anthem tor th? morning service
i. "Eve Hath Not Seen" Norman.
Epworth League meets at 6. and the
subject of the evening sermon is
"The Religious Message of the Bible."
The Baptist choir combines Dec.
18 with the choir of Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church of Rockland to
present the cantata "The Manger
Throne" by Manney. This will be
pre: ented at the Baptist Church
here at 4.39 p. m., and in Rockland
at 7 .

ALFRED M. STROUT
Insurance

Ri<
Admr
bate for the County of Knox. In ithe by Almon P Richardson.
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
ESTATE ORREN P HUPPER, late of
the following estates the persons were St. George, deceased First and final
I appointed Administrators. Executors, account presented for allowance byK -~ _..» M
Guardians and Conservators and on Roscoe H. Hupper. Exr.
the dates hereinafter named:
1 ESTATE SALLIE HOUSTON HENRY.
ANY size photo, colored for 25c.
EDGAR WARE, of Rockland Alfred i iate of Philadelphia. Pa. deceased Studio
experience
FLORENCE BAR
L. Church of Rockland was appointed First and final account presented for TER. Roadside
Stand. Head of Bay, city.
Conservator Oct. 10. 1938. ond quali allowance by Charles J. Biddle and
i48*150
fied by filing bond Oct. 24 1938
Gerald Ronon, Exrs.
PIOS dressed; good work, prompt
-SAMUEL H. CREIGHTON, late of
ESTATE MARY BLANCHE RICH, late
Warren, deceased James E Creighton of Camden, deceased First and final service, MASON JOHNSON. Tel. 138.
of Thomaston was appointed Admr.. account presented for allowance by
Oot. 29. 1938. and qualified by filing Louise S Waterbury, Exx
MEN old at 40! Get Pep. New Ostrex
bond on same date
Tablets contain raw oyster inESTATE HARRY L JOHNSTON, late Tonic
vigorators
and other stimulants. One
OLIVE SHEERER late of Tenants of Rockland, deceased First and final
Harbor, deceased William E Sheerer account presented lor allowance by dose starts new pep. Value 8100. Call
write
C.
H.
MOOR Ac CO
of Tenants Harbor was appointed Exr.. Mary E Johnston, Exx.
I Nov. 15. 1938. without bond
131*139Acl4
ESTATE LETTA M DEAN, late of
ROLAND J HAHN, iate of Thomas Beverly. Mass., deceased
LADIES—Reliable nair goods at Rock
First and
ton. deceased. Frances L Hahn of Mal- final account presented for allowance land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
! den, Mas- was appointed Admx . Nov by Zadoc L. Knight. Admr
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Rav Milland. playing an airplane builder and test pilot of his own | 15. 1938. without bond Alan L Bird
144-tf
WILLIAM A KENNEDY, late ol
,
,
....... ....
.
I of Rockland was appointed Agent ln Rockland, deceased Will and Petition
SKATES sharpened while you watt.
planes, emeiges from a tratkup in this thrilling scene from Men With Maine.
lor Probate thereof,
asking that
the CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408* Main fit
St ,
_____ _____
___ ....
Wings." the Technicolor epic. Ilis pal, Andy Devine helps him from the OLGA A JOHANSEN, late of Rock- same may be proved and allowed and Hockiand
147-tf
land, deceased
Henrlck J. Johansen that Letters Testamentary
H Kennedy ot‘ Roc:
RocklanT she 1
al^kmd?* cln^rt
wreckage.
of Rockland was appointed Admr . Nov. Alice
. ..............................
^'’a'Mr “oMBm’a
15. 1938, without bond.
being the
the Ezeentw,
Executrix named ln
EDWARD U. PRICE, late of Rock Will, without bond
Amesbury fit., Rockland. TeL 958-J.
land deceased Charles T Smalley of
CHARLES B BROWN, late of Rock- [
144-tf
Holly-wocd's first air epic ever to man's progress in the air. The suc- Rjckland was appointed Admr. Nov land, deceased. Will and Petition for
15
1938,
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
|
be filmed in Technicolor is Para cess of the airplane opens up a Nov. 19. 1938
may be proved and allowed und that I
mount's "Men With Wings."
glorious new world to them, and
FREEMAN J PERRY, late of -Rock Letters Testamentary Issue to Clara A. I
Couhig of Rockland, (formerly Clara
land
deceased.
Robert
L.
Dunbar
of
Fred MacMurray, Ray Milland they plunge into aviation with the Rockland was appointed Exr , Nov. 15. A Egan) she being the Executrix
and Louise Campbell head the cast almost religious enthusiasm which 11-38. and qualified by filing bond Nov. named In said Will, without bond
21 1938
FRANK A. BOWERS, late cf Cam
of the thrilling romance of three has characterized every group, nf
ISORA J BABBIDGE, late of Rock den. deceased Will and Petition for
deceased Helen B. Emmons of Probate thereof, asking that the same
young American pioneers of the air pioneers in history. Even their land.
Warren was appointed Exx, Nov 22, may be proved and allowed and that
who lived during the surging years love for each other ranks second to 19 8, and qualified by filing bond on Letters Testamentary Issue to Lena E.
same date.
Bowers of Camden, she being the Ex
from the flight of the Wright their love of flying.
WASH DAY
JOHN T LOTHROP. late of Rockland ecutrix named ln said Will, without
Erothers at Kitty Hawk in 1903 to
Miss Campbell, in love with both deceased. Elmer E Marston of Portland bond.
and Ralph H. Trim of Rockland were
drudgery
ESTATE ROBIE B. ROBBINS, late of
the lightning round-the-world hops men. must choose between the ro appointed Executors. Nov 15, 1938. and Appleton,
deceased. First und final
by filing bond Nov. 23. 1938
WO/iK FINE
ol the present day
account
presented
lor
allowance
by
mantic, dare-devil swashbuckler of qualified
JENNIE 6. SPEAR, late of Thomas Frances R. Robbins. Admx.
with cold watch.
Opening when the three leading the air, MacMurray. and the cour ton, deceased. Bessie Spear Sullivan
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire
of Thomaston was appointed Exx . Nov.
just soak our
characters are ten years old. just ageous.
pioneering builder
of 15, 1938. and qualified by filing bond Judge of Probate Court lor Knox
O(«T..
County. Rockland, Maine.
Dec
1.
1938.
after the triumph of the Wrights, planes. Milland. In her decision is
Attest:
Attest:
"Men With Wings" carries them bound up the future of aviation's
OHARILES L VEAZIE
CHARLES I., VEAZIE.
Register
forward in the sweeping torrent of J progress for many years.—adv.
145 S-15I

I MISCELLANEOUS •

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

.1. < >i r-il
li is the unwelcoiqe kibitzer who is doing liis best to spoil
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines ItiLeit I’ii don't dinner in this scene from "Illegal Traffic,” opening Mon
day a’. Park Theatre. You can't ldamr either of them for having an eye
THOMASTON, MAINE
lOOStf on lovely Mart ( arlislc! “Illegal Traffic" with J .Carroll Naish and Mary
Carlisle.—adv.
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School, now Hunter College, and
later went to Union College in
Schenectady. N. Y. After her grad
“Music In France and
Hospital Benefit At Congre
uation she worked as a stenographer
in a law office, and shortly after
gational Church On Next
America” Subject of Es
ward married Bernard Gluck. It
Monday Night
pecially Fine Program
was not until after her marriage
that he began the cultivation of
William Harms, one of America s
The vestry of the Universalist
Mrs. Pearl Jones of Thomaston
her voice. After several years un
was hostess to X.CS. Club Thurs- renowned younger pianists, will be
Church was a pleasing contrast to
der Arturo Buzzi-Peccia. the was
Cladyi St. Clair Heistad
day night at a sewing party and ! presented in recital at the Congrethe weather of Friday night, when
engaged for the Metropolitan under
luncheon. Mis. Frederick Cates will I national auditorium on Monday, at
the Rubinstein Club, members and
circumstances which her daughter,
entertain the members next Thurs-',,,,
, ,,
, .. „
By K. S. F.
Marcia Davenport, utilized in her
8.15, under the auspices of the Ru-i
guests, presented a talented program.
A
letter
from
Margaret
Hanley
i
land
has
not
seen
this
genius,
who
oay.
binstein Club, with Mtss Dorothy j
Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller was chair Mason of North Easton tells me, found her independence, for 12 novel, “Of Lena Geyer." Buzzithat the writer attended Roland i years, and America has not seen Peccia was anxious to bring his
®\
Clifford Waltz of Damariscotta Lawry as general chairman. Mr.
An English lord was talking to an man, her subject being "Music in Hayes' song recital in Boston Nov.! him in four years. The great pian- pupil to the attention of Gatti-Caswas a business visitor Friday in this Harms, a product of the Curtis In American boy about ancestors. "My France and America.” Dealing with
20. Commenting Mrs. Mason says:, 1st. composer and statesman ts azza. then in hts second year at
Homer E. Robinson, president of | city,
stitute of Music under Josef Hof grandfather was a very great man,” music in olden times, through the
’I thought parts one and three ex- nearing hLs eighties at Morges, on the head of the Metropolitan, and
the First National Bank of Rock-I
mann, has been a member of the he said. "One day Queen Victoria years to this modern age, Mrs. Fuller cellent and so different, while the( Lake Geneva, In hls chalet of [ Artur° Toscanini, its chief conducland, and Mrs. Robinson, attended
miscellaneous shower was summer colony of Rockport for sev touched his shoulder with a sword
accompaniment
to the Riond-Bosson, whither he came tor.
J
told many interesting details of its piano
given at the home of Mtss Gladys eral years, and while he has been and made him a knight."
'Xango' was most interesting and | first to make his home in a house The story was told that the sing
Bankers Association, at the Statler | Blethen, Thursday night, announc
“Aw, that’s not so much,” the growth. These excerpts are high well done." Part 1 was devoted to j of red brick and white stone, the ing teacher invited them to dinner
heard in concert in both Rockport
Hotel, Boston, Tuesday.
ing the engagement of Miss Loutse
American boy replied, “one day Red lights taken frontier enjoyable pa the “Eight Epitaphs" by Theodore i colors of Poland, 40 years ago. Onial his llouse and by a pre-arrange
and Camden in past seasons, it has
i Waldron to Austin Kinney. Miss
Wing, an Indian, touched my per. Having been for centuries the Chanler, and Part 3 had four songs i his estate he walks among tall trees ment, the soprano came for a les
Mrs. Clara Smith left Friday for Waldron is the daughter ot Mr j been some time since that pleasure grandfather on the head with a
diversion of man in his moments of by Brahms—"Am Sontag Morgen" —trees he himself planted when ion afterwards which the teacher
,
has
been
given.
Therefore,
it
seems
Boston, to make an indefinite visit and Mrs. Harold H. Waldron of
tomahawk
and
made
him
an
angel
leisure, music has suddenly become (On Sunday Morning); "Monden-I this century began and Poland was had pretended to have forgotten.
with her sister. Mrs. Grace Butler Holmes street and Mr. Kinney the 'a signal honor that Rockland is to
• • • »
schein" (Moonlight); “Botschaft" I only a question. There is a brook- The two leading spirits of the opera
in Belmont. She will go later to son of Mrs. Emma Kinney of St be privileged to present this talen
Did you realize that music is now- one of the most essential realities (The Message); and "In Waldesein- het murmuring through the hill- house were so struck by the giri’s
Walden, N. Y . to be the guest of George. Many lovely gifts were pre- ted artist in an entire recital and in playing a great part in the majority of life.
samkeit” (In Forest Solitude). These i side grove, flashing trout in the singing that she was at once en
a winter season which is usaily
In the old days there was a yawn
her brother. Hollis Robinson.
of industrial plants of the nation,
l sented the honor guest and lunch
songs were taken from three al-j pool, and through the trees one gaged. Her debut was made in the
without musical attractions of note.
ing
gulf
between
music
and
every
with Monday sings and sometimes
eon was servea. Those present
secondary role of Sophie in Mas
As a member of the faculty of
day existence. Today, he Is indeed a bums of Brahams songs. Hayes', glimpses the lake with Mont Blanc
Mr. and Mrs. Rhama E. Philbrick j
they even stop the wheels, not for
senet’s “Werther" on Nov. 16. 1909,
selection
drawn
to
form
a
collated
j
beyond.
The
house
Itself
stands
the
Curtis
Institute
of
Music
and
brave person who dares to declare
were in Portland, Tuesday for the |
with Geraldine Farrar in the role
,
t
, Ames, Doris Coltart. Marion Mar- the Manhattenville College in New sit down strikes, but a cheering bit
song-cycle
tracing
a
narrative
of
I
behind
a
ten-foot
hedge,
a
thick
that music is not the very flesh and
day, being joined for luncheon and I .
,. .
,
,. | shall, Vivian Mullen. Helen Coltart. York, Mr. Harms Ls meeting with of music to revive flagging spirits.
lovers' misunderstanding, separa curving wall of green. No lordly of Charlotte, and Edmond Clement
bone of the modern structure of hu
tlie afternoon. by their daughter.
-------- —
It goes even better than the Eng
tion, reconciliation and reunion. cvenue leads one to the three-stor making hls American debut in tho
manity. That music Ls absolutely
Miss Madeline Philbrick of West- Ethel Jordan’ Myrtie Llndsey’ Ar-'marked success ln this field. His lish tea hour.
lene Knowlton, Althea Rokes, Mrs. ; 1939 season Ls being rapidly filled,
"Xango" Ls an African fetish chant ied structure—from gateway to door title role. Her first role of impor
essential to the happiness and well
brook Junior College.
from Brazil, harmonized by Villa- it is simplicity. When the door tance was that of the Happy Shade
Margaret Waldron and son Billy, i am()rig near future dates being reDaddy's mother had come to ’
°f the workman, and to the
Lobos.
Miss
Mildred
Waldron,
Mrs
Harold
j
c
it
a
^s
a
t
Princeton
University,
Manopens, it does so directly into a in Gluck’s “Orfeo" on Nov. 23 of
A supper of many tempting edi
The poems for “Eight Epitaphs" billiard room, its walls aglow with the same year. At tlie close of the
Waldron, Mrs. Carrie Palmer. Mrs hatUnvUle
and Rosemont spend the first Christmas she had j ^^r‘ty u02Jh^_emP^L.Su‘?.?
longer a theory for argument, but
bles was a special feature of Chapin
Marietta Blethen, Mrs. George College and )ater
heard Jn ever
are by Walter de la Mare and. are Chinese cloisonne. In the salon 1912-13 season she left the opera
Class meeting, this week at the
five,.___
saw her fast “^owledged by all directly from the story "Benighted" in the
age____
home.
“
Junior,
are two monumental concert pianos, to devote her time to the concert
Roberts
and
Verna
Waldron.
Texas,
Wisconsin,
Kentucky,
HarUniversalist Church, with Mrs. De- ,
for the first time and asked her very ! co' celne
...
.
author's
“
Ding
Dong
Bell",
pubj
covered
with signed photographs 'stage for which she was eminently
------vard University, etc. On Jan. 9 Mr.
Where music has long been em
lilah Cunningham as chairman. J
shyly who she was.
lished by Selwin and Blount, Lon- and illuminated expressions of ad-ftttpd' and tlulckly became one of
Mrs.
Grace
Young
entertained
the
Harms
will
play
over
the
Columbia
ployed to supplement our art. as in
Thirty members and guests attend
“I am your grandmother on your
don. The stark power, the gripping miration and gratitude in several the mast sought-after artists in
the theatre, or more recently the
ed the evening hours being crowded Shakespeare Society at 4 o clock tea. Broadcasting System on a coast- father’s side."
jjoignancy, or castigating humor languages. There is a profile from America. Her phonograph records
_ movies, the quality of it has so imwith Christmas work. Miss Gladys Thursday afternoon at her home in to-coast hookup. It Ls only by a
“Well." said “Junior," I can ten.
behind the crude phrases of inscrip- President Franklin D. Roosevelt, attained a phenomenal sale, with
Camden.
Twenty-five
members
en

mere
chance
that
an
open
date
per

. , .
I proved that the moral tone of life
Blethen will be hostess to the class
right now, you are on the wrong ,
tions on stones in English country I also a full length of President only those of Caruso and McCor
joyed an informal social afternoon mits him to appear in Rockland at you
,.
I has been elevated,
next Tuesday at her home on
graveyards, have been simulated b\ Theodore Roosevelt, the Rough mack exceding hers. The disc of
a delightful feature being a papei this time, and hls appearance af side.
e e e e
' Musical life in America remained
Holmes street, when work for the
I Mr. de la Mare in the verses. Know- Riders’ own gift. President Wil Bland's "Carry Me Back to Ol' Virread by Mrs. Ella Buffum. on her fords an opportunity no music lover
holiday will continue.
Do any of the readers of The “uite provincial until after 1800. but ir.g Maude Blodgett’s interest in
son’s picture faces the keyboard. ginny" alone is rumored to have
recent trip abroad. Mrs. Katherine can afford to overlook. For this
Courier-Gazette have that dreadful “fler
midd,p of lhe 19th century epitaphs I am showing some of
Others catching the eye are Foch, sold over a million pressings.
recital Mr Harms' program will be:
extensive and vital progress was
Miss Margaret Robinson, who Derry poured.
Slip divorced her first husband
malady
called
“
clutteritis."
Sim

these
inscriptions
for
her
perusal:
Petain. King Albert. Colonel House.
Toccata and Fugue In D minor.
made.
has been making her home with
Here lyeth our infant. Alice Rodd:
in 1912 and married Mr Zimballst
Buch-Tauslg plicity is really the best remedy for
Robert
Lansing,
Mussolini,
the
Shakespeare
Society
meets
Mon

She were so small.
Gavotte In A major.
Gluck-Brahms
Modern French music developed
her sister. Mrs. Clara Smith, has
Ballade in D minor.
Scarce aught at all.
reigning Pope and the Pope before in London in 1914 They appeared
Brahms it and simplicity means a restful
moved to 30 High street, where she day night with Mrs. Harriet Frost Rbapdosy In E flat major,
Brahma atmosphere about the home or the and transformed itself with such But a mere breath of sweetness sent him. Queen Victoria, and on tlie frequently in joint recitals, but as
from God.
in D sharp minor,
Scrlablne
will spend the winter with 'Mrs. .Tlie . leader will be Miss Mabel I Etude
speed that critics cry out that a Sore did
Nocturne ln F major.
we weepe; our hearts on sor wall is Paderewski’s own image as it time went on her concert apjiearChopin office.
! Iamb.
| Waltz in E minor,
revolution has come. They feel last
row set.
Chester Stuarl
Chopin
was caught in Victoria’s day by ai cc.s became less and less, the rea_____
1 8cherzo ln B flat minor.
Till
on
our knees
Chopin
• • • •
in the shuffle. This Ls also true of
El Vito. Spanish dance.
God sent u« ease:
Infante
and Alma Tadema. In ;on given that she preferred home
The first express service in the American music as well.
And now we weepe no more than we (Burne-Jones
|
A special meeting of Junior Har- Flirtation in a Chinese Garden
Thursday Club was entertained
forge'..
the
room
above,
the master's own life and the care of her three child
Mrs.
Doris
Damon.
|
mony
Club
is
to
be
held
at
4.30
p.
m.
j
Rush
Hour
ln
Hong
K
*^
am
Cha5ln
*
United States was instituted in 1839
this week by
It has been said that art has no
• • ••
study,
are
two
more
pianos, a vast ren to the inconveniences of a pub
Abram
Chaslns
between
Boston
and
New
York.
Now
high card scores being won by Mrs. this afternoon at Community Build General Lavlne—eccentric,
fatherland, but each country and
Here sleep I,
Debussy
desk
loaded
with
books
and papers. lic career. Her marriage was an
Susannah Fry.
Poissons dor (Goldfish).
Debussy it Ls one of the greatest institutions. race possesses a rich past, that
Elizabetn Davis and Mrs. Katherine ing.
No one near me.
book-lined
shelves,
mementas
and I exce€dingly happy one as Is evinced
Mephlsto Waltz after Lenau's
«...
No one nigh:
Haines. Luncheon was served after
weighs on the minds of its artists.
Faust,
Liszt
that she traveled once from New
Alone, alone
Chinese works of art
“
It
was
cold,
but
not
that
cold,"
Rounds
Mothers
Club
will
meet
the game.
The French have developed a flu
Under my stone,
To comment on the foregoing,
York to Japan to spend 48 hours
Paderewski
spends
murti
time
in
Dreaming on.
Tuesday night at the home of Mrs. while Mr. Harms' repertoire em said a police chief as he saw two ency. sober and clear, with some ro
Still dreaming on:
reading. He follows closely the with zimballst w,’° was then on
Grass for my valance
At this week's meeting of the ' Henry Bird, with Mrs. Mabel Bow- braces a varied style in a brilliant men wearing five overcoats down manticism. Rameau, Berlioz. ChaEuropean affairs and especially the “n <*»«»*» tour, and then returned
And coverlid.
Rockland Society for the Hard cf ley, Mrs. Marion Cook and Mrs, manner, he shews a particular flair the street. After he detained them brier, Bizet. Debussy and Satie, are
Dreaming on
Polish press—he gets a dozen Polish ‘mmcd*a*e'y to New York,
As
I
always
did.
Hearing, an excellent paper was Jane Beach as hostesses,
for Chopin and the modems, and it at the jail, calls began to come in indeed the true masters to whom
papers from the United States. He! 11 *s sa’d that her success was
Weak In the head?'
presented by the president, Mrs. J
------Maybe! Who knows?
is gratifying that in this recital lie from a hotel where they had been they have turned for tradition. The
devours all kinds of books—and founded as much on personality as
Susannah
Fry
Gladys Thomas, on “Winslow
Miss Priscilla Wellman who lias will be heard in both. Through stolen.
French still produce great artists,
Under the rose.
with
amazing
rapidity—history, on voral ability. While the voice
Homer,” an. American painter. been guest of her cousin, Mrs. Wil the kindness of Mrs. Mary Louise
• • • •
and the deep, human genius of
politics, philasophy and memoirs was a fine one. of excellent quality
Mrs. F. F. Brown, prepared and liam Gregory, Center street, has re- Curtis Bok Mr. Harms will use one
Argentina is becoming one of tlie Debussy was the redeeming influence
Three si ters rest beneath
for which he has a particular love. and range and well produced, it
This cypress shade.
read a splendid article on “The , turned to Mattapan, Mass.
of Dr. Hofmann’s pianos, a Stein world’s greatest users of American that saved French music.
Sprightly Rebecca, Anne,
As you know, ills own memoirs have was not a remarkable voice. She.
And Adelaide.
New Jefferson Nickel.” At the next |
-----------------x-ray films.
In the brilliant selections given
s', ay.
Gentle their hearts to all
been written. Or course he still however, exerted great charm ov( r
SONGS THAT LIVE
meeting all members are requested
Miss Dorothy Havener appeared as
• • • •
On earth, save Man;
The net proceeds from the con
plays, and he stood the ordeal of her audiences and made each lis
In hint they said, all Grief.
to take gifts, which will be given
Street lighting by gas was adopted guest pianist (a pupil of Mrs. Ruth
cert will be donated to Knox Hos
All Wo began.
making "Moonlight Sonata” with tener feel that he or she was the
Under
the
caption,
“
Latest
Songs
Spinsters they lived, and spinsters
to Miss Corbett, to be used in her
Sanborn i.
in Boston in 1822
pital, a most worthy cause.
remarkable vigor. And it was an cne person to whom she was sing
Here are laid:
piano duo—Ballet Waltz. Tschaikowsky
work at this Reason. This will be sung under the Minstrel Concert"
• • • •
Sprightly
Rebecca, Anne,
ordeal
when one stops to think ing. Practically every apjvearance
Mrs
Nettle
Averill.
Mrs
And Adelaide.
the last meeting before Christmas, copyrighted in 1867. “Homeless
Faith Berry
Australia has a fish story that
The Shakespeare Society meeting
•
•
•
•
Paderewski is used to “coming, she made resulted in one or more
vocal—Te Yeux.
Renee-Rabev
the next session being held Dec Nellie" appears with this verse:
Monday night will begin at 6.45 and is a startler. Someone has caught
(sung ln French I
Just a span and a half span
playing, finishing and leaving." for re-engagements, and there were
Homeless
Nellie,
pale
and
poor.
29.
Mrs Helen Wentworth
From head to heel was this little man.
close at 8 o'clock, in order that a "Rays Bream" weighing 29 piano—En
Trembling ln the cold, cold street.
making the film necessitated stops certain songs, such as Schumann's
Antomne
Chaminade Scarcely a capful of small bones
Closed Is every cruel door
Raised up erect .this midget once.
members may attend the Harms I pounds, and is the largest of its
Miss Dorothy Havener
To your little cold Blue feet.
and tedious waits while lights and “Der Nussbaum." and RimskySuzon Yet not a knuckle was askew:
Mrs. Elsa Moody who has been Tender little lamb so pale
recital, which is a benefit for Knox kind in the world ever caught. They vocal—Bon Jour.
apparatus were changed and play- j Korsakov s Song of India.” which
i Itches for feet God made him true;
Mrs Wentworth
Trembling ln a world so cold.
the guest of Dr and Mrs. Perley Shepherd!
Massenet And something handsome put between ing the same thing over again and ]
Hospital.
say this fish is mostly found in piano—Arrogonalse.
Listen to her wall
introduced into this country,
Hls coal-black hair and beardless chin
Miss Laura Meserve
Damon the past few days left Fri Wandering from Thy loving fold.
I that she made peculiarly her own.
very deep waters.
I But now. for ooth, with mole and agajn
Readings Un French dialect).
mouse.
day for St. Petersburg, Fla., to
Mrs Wentworth
Nothing in the form of such ab
Don’t suffer in silence. The wheel
• a « •
I He keeps hls own small darkened house.
vocal—Amour vlens Alder (from
spend the winter.
ject poverty is possible today with that squeaks gets the grease!
Sampson
and
Debtah),
While Alma Gluck's death ocTne system of segregating all
• • • •
Salnt-Saens
billions poured from the national
prisoners in separate cells was first
Another letter from Boze con cured some weeks ago—on Oct. 27
Mrs Lydia Storer
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist coffers for the relief of the destitute
A crank Js a man ,n whose head tried out in a comprehensive way piano quartette—Espana.
Chabrler tains lines taken from the Victor to be exact. I have been waiting for
Mrs Berry, Mrs. Averill, Mrs
THUNDERING CAVALCADE
Church, will have an all day session and amelioration of suffering.
an jdea
^een condemned to soli in Philadelphia about 1830.
Frances McLoon, Mrs
Record Book describing Paderews Musical America's account as my
Nathalie Snow
in the Church parlors Tuesday, to
OF AMERICAN AVIATION!
tary confinement.
ki's playing: “Paderewski Ls a tonal- account otherwise would have to
accompanists. Mrs. Averill and
finish several quilts which are to
Mrs Berry
Of the ample list, with words and i
____________
ist—an artist who can overlay ths be based on memories of the Maine
Tlie new $15,500,000.00 liner Ls to
be distributed during the holidays. music by J. H. McNaughton. only
The firm that doesn't advertise be named America. She is the larg
silvery and at times cool tones of Music Festival—her charm of per
CHRISTMAS SEAL BROADCAST
All members are invited. A harvest "Belle Mahone” seems to prove j is like a merry-go-round without
the piano with coruscating irides sonality and beautiful voice. Alma
est steamship ever to be built in the
dinner will b • served at noon.
“survival of the fittest."
music.
United States and belongs to the Will Bp Given Over Columbia Sys cences of color.” Boze's comment i Giuck. who in private life was the
wife of the violinist. Efrein Zimbalto this is "O. Boy”
United States Lines. “Ail Glory to
tem This Aftrrnoon 4.30 to 5
“Tlie Farewell Murder ’—another i
America."
Boze also tells me that he over ist. died in her 55th year after a
mystery thriller by the famous I
All friends of the Christmas Seal heard a man who was slated to hear long Illness. She was born Reba
Dashiell Hammett with further ad
The noted baritone. Reinald Wer- Sale in this section of Maine will be “Moonlight Sonata"—“Who is Pad Fiersohn in Bucharest, and brought
ventures of Continental Operative
renrath of Maine Music Festival interested to listen to a special radio erewski?" Dollars to doughnuts he to America as a small child. Her
No. 7 beglhs in the Green Magazine :
early life was a humble one in New
fame is now giving "The Story of pregram featuring the 32d annual ' said. ‘‘Paddy-rooski!’’
with the December 11th Boston.
• ♦ • •
York's lower East Side, but she at
American Music.” his lecture reci Christmas Seal Sale
Sunday Advertiser.
148’lt
And speaking of Paderewski—Po- tended public schools, the Normal
tal. about Boston at some of the fine
This announcement Ls made by
Cemetery Wreaths
clubs What a real treat that must the National Tuberculosis Associa
of boxwood
For Christmas give magazines.
be.
tion which has secured the coopera
i
.
j
• • • •
There is no better gift, also renew
tion of the participants In order that
$2.00 to $5.00
So Army Regulations decreed that the Christmas Seal Sale throughout
your own subscription with Sher
the ,?ntire Army aside from cavalry the country may be given an im- 0
wood E. Frast, 158 North Main
Rustic Baskets
and artillery horsemen must don petous. Future work in the Tuber M
'
street, telephone 1181-J.
148'150
civilian trousers by Feb. 1. The sub culosis prevention line depends
85c, $1.00, $1.50
stitution began last year with the largely on thLs year's Christmas Seal
Public beano in G A R. hall Mon
Flowering Plants and Pottery as Air Corps.
They are testing out Sale results and the public is urged h
day night, Dec. 12, Ruth Mayhew
'
appropriate gifts for the
also r.ew uniforms of slate blue for to buy generously.
Tent, sponsor.—adv.
COLLEUE EMBLEM
“hard to please"
possible future adoption, so Wash
All Maine citizens who wish to
'5
J
ington
says.
Cruises arranged, steamship tick
hear a marvelous chorus and a short
Table Centerpieces
• » ♦ •
ets to all parts of the world. M. F.
talk
regarding
Christmas
Seals
will
Be lovely at Christmas
In the gay Christmas spirit to
Did you ever happen to notice that read the following announcement I
Lovejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
at amazing low cost.
dress
each
holiday
table
Justice Black Ls almost always on
1060-J, Rockland.
10-S-tf
with interest: The Acappella Choir
the other side of any really good and
All the week of Dec. 12
"FLOWERS ARE ALWAYS
of Pennsylvania will participate in a
Adolph Zukor praianti
Made to sell for $5.95
forward movement? Watch the fu special broadcast, featuring Me 32d
we offer 25'< eff on all per
APPROPRIATE"
ture and see for yourself.
manents and a free sham
annual Christmas Seal Sale of th?
MONDAY-TUESDAY
» • ♦ *
poo with every finger wave.
SPECIAL $
National Tuberculosis Association,
It is time to be thinking about,
over
a
coast-to-coa
>t
network
of
ths
and more to the point. planting
ECONOMY
HE SELLS SAFETY
Columbia Broadcasting System on
thase nice hyacinth bulbs or placing
BEAUTY PARLOR
Saturday.
Dec. 10. from 4.30 to 5
TO KILLERS!
| them in glass bulb vases for future
Upstairs
p. m. The chorus Ls made up cf 200
cheer in your homes.
Opp. Strand Theatre
• Correct Study Lamp
voices under the direction of Dr.
• • * *
TEL. 318-W
Tel. 122
approved by Illum
Speaking of homes—begonias are Harl McDonald and is under con/n Technicolor!
148-lt
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND a real comfort indoors. They blos tiact with the Philadelphia Sym
inating Engineering
Paramount Picture with
144-154
som no end and are so cheerful and phony Orchestra for a series of con
Society
certs.
generous in their blooming.
* » ••
Dr. Charles J. Hatfield, former
1. CARROL NAISH
• Fine Neutral Tone
Do try these penoche sticks if you managing director of the National
MARY CARLISLE
Shade
ROBERT PRESTON
want a really good bit with a cup of Tuberculosis Association and now
JUDITH BARRETl
tea: One jxnind brown sugar, ane associate director and chairman of
NOW PLAYING
• Beautiful Bronze
cup chopped nuts, one teaspoon bak the board of the Henry iPhipps In
CAMDEN, MAINE
"BROTHER RAT"
TODAY
Base
ing powder, one-half teaspoon salt, stitute at Philadelphia, will give a
with
IIARRY CAREY
four eggs beaten separately, one full five-minute talk on the program.
PRISCILLA LANE
SUNDAY-MONDAY,
DEC.
11-12
in
JJ BATES, BOWDOIN, COLBY, MAINE, AVAILABLE
WAYNE MORRIS
cup flour. Stir the eggs and sugar
"LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE'
in the double boiler for at least ten
Andrew Rikila’s
minutes; add nuts and flour sifted
in
with salt and baking powder; put in New Shoe Repairing Shop
well buttered shallow pan and bake
CENTI
is at 299 Main St.
not quite 20 .minutes in oven 395 de
POWBI >MPANY
Shows—Mat. 2. Eve., 630, 8.30
Over
Lamb
’
s,
Clraners
TEL. 409
grees. Cut at once in finger lengths
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
13Stf
and not too wide.
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American farmer and to improve
rural life.
Stressing the independence of
the farmer and his right to equality
Malacoligical Union Found
of reward for his labors, without
ed By N. W. Lermond,
government regimentation or inter
Has Annual Meeting
ference, the National Grange insists
upon such revision of the present
“Forever memorable in tlie annals
Farm
Act as will afford the farmer
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
of the American malacologica'
this opportunity, with reasonable
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
Union will be its eighth annua
meeting in Havana. Cuba during the
ritualism In this farmers' fraternity. lifting of farm prices certain to be
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Ffirst week xxv
Attcvitcf lBvU
’ntoc
of August.
1938.''* nwrites
Maine's waterfront.
Tlie keynote of the Portland ses followed by genuine national recov
Mrs Imogene C. Robertson of the
Buffalo (N. Y.) Museum of Science
sion was courage for the future in ery.
financial secretary of the A MU
The stern American attitude bf
rural life, and a determination to
MAINE ISLAND
no great damage here except to put "On this occasion." she goes on to
the National Grange was expressed
rely
upon
self-help
rather
than
gov

Riding wet stars
out of order the cable leading to say, "the Cuban Government anc
ernment aid. In forceful language a8ain and again at Portland, and
And rocked In the gale.
Dr. Carlas de la Torre. Cuba s mast
Mt. Desert Rock Light.
The Island dips
the National Grange emphasized i am°ug the session pronouncements
beloved scientist, were hosts m al,
Its kelp and shale.
The schooner Theoline has ar that the word implies.
the almost unlimited natural re were demands that Congressional
Arrangements had been made foi
With Its spray-stung heart
rived with a load of coal for the members
to register with Mrs Walsources within the United States, investigation of un-American ac
And a cedar tree.
William Underwood Co., McKinley.
It's a scrap of Maine
and sounded a real challenge to the tivities be rigidly continued; that
® Kirke at the O»i. Island lection ol Polvmitas and Liguus.
ouiy the rhythm of the heart beats
Blown out to sea
Six „
__
guests
____ arrived from various Trading Post in Key west. ria.
review of the 600 children ir. As they gather round the board
people of today to exhibit the pio following a reasonable residence in
—Frances Frost tn Saturday Evening
points to dine with us Thanksgiving , « thrill werM^
g
, -rcises was a
-.t h„
-Post
,
neer spirit which so effectively built the United States unnaturalized
Day. They came from Norwood.'
Cubar. cruiser'Cuba which had ^^£h£X bee“ta op
the nation. Applying that spirit to a“ens be deported; while the strong
'The Lord of life and glory."
Portland Head
Former Telegraph Manager present-day problems and needs was suPP°ft for the Constitution of the
Mass., Rockland and Southwest I been sent by Col. Oonzales. chiel eration je5S than six months. A
But Lhoy did not understand
Here we come. Portland Head Harbor
• ••___
_____
____ ■
tho Pnhan Maw fnr tho
___ « _
A* chicken
dinner
Hava^^Commandcr
Casanova ^^dhTll'conctuded
the Thft ^uld be; and were at hand.
Has Interesting Memo declared to be the challenge of the United States which has been charstill hanging on! It isn t because served and a pleasant day enjoyed I
ncteristlc of the National Orange
hour.
i
and
Rodrlguez
Alonzo
were
in
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Cranberry Island Coast Guard Sta- and also on that night the Sch.'
secretarv of Education; to Dr R And B row oj lan trees by the water siderably more than $80 a month.
Camden. Dec, 9
tion for their kindness in bringing Abbie Thaxter of Bangor was
industry agaist the competition of at Portland; while state legislative
Mendes Penate vice rector of the
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The messages in Baptist chapel marager of the Royal Palm Hotel;
of the Portland session.
Inspires no fesr in her breast.
recall them. In my back room
Petit Manan after a four-months' when Jennie Pillsbury of Rockland Sunday will be about the B.ble in to the press of Havana: andl last We farmers and all other humans
This was not election in the Na tions. Probably never before in all
apartment I had a relay, sounder
went ashore on Two Bush Reef, I observance of Universal Bible Sun- but not least to our beloved Presi
stay with his aunt.
Must rather hold nature In awe
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tional Grange but the keynote ad Grange history has the membership
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day.
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Clarence Spurling of Islesford was
dress of National Master Louis J. of the nation been so heartily in
And adapt our ways to her law
his able aide. Dr Abelardo Moreno,
! late Daniel C. Shaw, manager of
at 2 with thc pastor speaking on who have been tireless in securine
dinner guest Sunday of Keeper and to sea.
Taberfi and thc unanimous endorse- accord with the general policies of
AlUson M Watts
the Bath office, and where I served
Jamaica. Vt
The schooner Carrie Locke of "Our Bible." The Sunday School the comfort and happiness of their
Mrs. Frank Faulkingham
mentwhich it received from the the National Grange as at the pres
an apprenticeship before coming to
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Tlie island w-as blanketed with! Rockland which went ashore on will be at 3 p. m.; Christian En guests:
delegate
body, indicated very sig ent time In consequence the growAug 6 final farewells to our Cu
Rockland, had a similar set in his
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snow for the holiday—the first time! Towne Boat Ledge was later floated, deavor service at 6 p. m.;Mr.s.Rod- ban
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how united is this far- ing legislative influence of the orhosts were given and the dele
own private home. Frequently I
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Flying Santa will not visit the sta- (aown but was floated. Mr Kinney
•wnnwins rod i ivinc word ' countr> carrying »ith them memo- Said he Til find those pills all right, be Dan and for perhaps half an
tions this year, as it is always ajof Wiley's Corner will remember toizn
take Knowing Gods Living Word r|es of a stimulating six davs and But ** he rnade hls way w,th care
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as subject. Prayer-meeting will
great treat to see him fly over thelthis experience.
Thr rocker with a frightful blow
hold
animated
conversations. Dan
I 'Most dislocated father's toe
1
—Imogene C. Robertson
I entered the branch of the light Thursday night.
25th.
was
not
only
a
wonderful operator
house ' service in 1919; was made
I heard a low and mournful groan
but wrote many articles of mucn
Followed
by
words
in
loudest
tone
Bass Harbor Head
assistant keeper in 1921; and in
Of fathers voice, shrllt with dlspalr. Interest to telegraph magazines and
A* he fairly ahouted. "Drat tha' chair
Tlie severe storm of Nov. 25 did 1927 was promoted to keeper. I
The rocker's sharper than a knife.
newspapers under thc nom de
By cracky, how Tm maimed for life," i
Those steps he used while dancing i plume of Oney Gagin
lalkinff about
'round
My how time does fly. That was
Tlie "Jitterbugs" have never found.
almost 50 years ago. One other
The kitchen door had swung ajar.
thing comes to mind. Rockland
I believe It waited there for pa.
n
Like lion waiting for a lamb.
streets were not paved then as they
And what a noise It made, when slam
are today and following a rain
It added more to father's woes.
THIS BEAUTIFUL “TELECHRON”
"Wa-hoop" he yelled" I’ve bust my storm they would be very muddy.
nose."
I *And that limeroek mud! If you
And limping oil to bed he went
Armed with the strongest liniment
cid not clean it off immediately it
Now this the moral, when at night
You roam the kitchen, take a light.
would bleach out a nice white spot
We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal
Rose B Hupper
cn your trousers every place thc
Tenants Harbor
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,
mud spattered.
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I read something in your column
Regularly $8.50 Value
THE OLD SOUTH
priced at only—
recently about a John Beaton and
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A honey-suckle vine on a sliver moon. some work he was doing. I wonder
20 for $1.00
A drop of honor in a sliver spoon.
A fragrance of roses on cherlahed lace. if that is the same Johnny Beaton
Tuning
Rare old china tn sheen-glass case.
who used to be one of my messen
25 for $1.00
•
G. E. Kadio Touch
A watermelon patch and an autumn
Five Tubel
ger boys. A lovable little chap but
moon.
A beautiful dream, faded too soon.
50 for $1.00
full of the Old Harry if ever a boy
•
.Miller I. E. S. Lamp
A shadow of gallantry on a field of
pride
was. But he was a fine messenger
For which men lived and lought and and if he is the same youngster,
and the better class of cards at prices
VOU SAVE $.3.55
• Mil.oO Koi point Toaster
died.
That was the South.
now grown to manhood, best re
exceptionally low
Richard Alan Gushee
gards to him and I shall hunt him
Appleton
These Prices include Name Printed On Each Card
up next time I motor to Rockland
Brown mahogany case with black molded base.
A reduction of 1-2 to 1-3 in the which I hope will be soon.
$1.61 monthly
Smarter than ever . . . and yet . . . for all their warm cheer
Imitation “Cloisonne” finish inner dial, with gold
price of gift goods at Christmas
A O E.
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
finished numeral band. 614 in. high, 8 in. wide,
time is something heretofore un
Portland. Dec. 8.
93 i in. deep.
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00.
known in Rockland, but Edward1
{If you prefer to pay cash—$27.95)
Postage 10 cents extra.
GB. Gonia has so slashed the price
ALL STATES NOW WET
of the $5000 stock of high grade gift
Don't wait!! Come now while the selection is large.
Webb C. Patterson of Waltham.
CEHTRA£e>AAIHE
goods at his store in E. L. Spear
Samples on display at
CEHTRAOMAINE
block, next door north of The Cou Mass., In commenting on this State
POWUV-COMPANT
POWEI^COMPAMT
rier-Gazette. This great stock in writes: “Maine has been associated
cludes most desirable gift items of with the Battle of Manila and the
Another Ideal Gift at a Big Saving!
crockery, china, glassware and bottle of vanilla. The Bay that
j
147-148
Maine has frequently fought is rum."
146&148S154 dinnerware.—adv.
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and Dr Myra Keen: honorary and
past president: Mrs. Ida S. Oldroyd
Dr Henrv A Pillsbury. Dr. Paul
Bartoch. William J. Clenoh, Calvin
Goodrich Dr. Joshua L. Bailey, Jr
and Dr. Carlos de la Torre.
The outstanding event of Thurs
!
day's program was a visit to the
_
Institute Civico Militar at Ceiba
del Augua where orphans of labor
Publication Limited to Brief
ers
d soldlers wh0 have dled
At the 73d annual session of the
...
Poems
the service of Cuba, are trained,in
National Grange in Portland. Ore
of
Original
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physical, manual and educational
gon. 36 organized states were repre
By Subscribers
pursuits. Here the visitors were
welcomed by Dr Sosa, who ex- ;t;++<.+<.t+++4,++++g.+++++++J sented, the largest number in the
plained the ideals of the institution
entire history of the organization.
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after which the buildings were in-.
Well toward 10.000 alert farm people
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Spected These include shops and j
j were present and a class of nearly
schoo] rooms of the most modern tn the upper room they gather
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h.
viewed some ot without * caU of church bell
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